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Executive Summary

Despite recent declines in smoking in the U.S. population, inmates in U.S. jails and  
prisons are up to four times more likely to use tobacco than nonincarcerated adults. The 
high prevalence of tobacco use among U.S. inmates has a disproportionate impact on 
priority populations – particularly those of low socioeconomic status, substance abusers, 
and the mentally ill, all of whom tend to use tobacco, and also serve time, more often than 
other individuals. Although most correctional facilities have adopted some type of smoke-
free or tobacco-free policy, many inmates cycle through prisons or jails, interrupting tobacco 
use only when they are incarcerated, and resuming tobacco use upon release. This ongoing 
tobacco use adversely affects the health of inmates, who suffer from higher rates of chronic 
tobacco-related illnesses than nonincarcerated adults, and whose leading cause of death is 
heart disease and lung cancer. Inmate tobacco use also has a profound impact on health 
care costs – both within the 
correctional system, and 
once inmates are released, 
on private and publicly 
funded health systems, such 
as Medicaid and Medicare. 

Over the last two decades, 
correctional facilities have 
implemented policies to 
address tobacco use by 
inmates and corrections 
staff, and have provided 
various cessation services, 
aids and programs. Many 
early correctional tobacco 
policies followed the passage 
of state or local smoke-free laws and were adopted to protect the health of the correctional 
population. In addition, some policies were passed, at least in part, to avoid lawsuits by 
inmates concerned about exposure to secondhand smoke within their cells. Today, as more 
prisons and jails are going tobacco-free, occasional problems have arisen, including lax or 
inconsistent enforcement, unequal treatment of staff and inmates, and a growing rise in 
tobacco contraband. 

This policy brief explores the current state of tobacco control policies in local and state prisons 
and jails in the U.S., the health care cost of tobacco use among the correctional population, 
regulatory challenges with correctional tobacco- and smoke-free policies, and policy options 
and opportunities. The purpose of this brief is to spur debate on the most effective ways to 
address tobacco use among a marginalized population – both current and former inmates – that 
tends to be diverse, disadvantaged, and engaged in lifelong, life-threatening addictive behavior.
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Introduction
Statistics on the U.S. prison system are pretty grim.1 Today, with an astounding 2.26 million people 
in correctional facilities, the U.S. incarcerates more men and women than any other country in the 
world.2 In fact, with less than 5 percent of the world’s population, the United States has roughly a 
quarter of the world’s prisoners.3 

Naturally, this achievement in incarceration has costs. Next to Medicaid, corrections spending 
represents the fastest growing general fund expenditure in the U.S., accounting for approximately 
6 percent of state general fund budgets.4 Housing inmates absorbs significant resources, close to 
$52 billion in 2008.5 A large percentage of that cost – up to a third in some states – is allocated 
to corrections health care.6 With tobacco use among inmates up to four times higher than among 
the general population, their corresponding health care costs related to tobacco-related illnesses are 
also higher than those of the nonincarcerated population.7 Moreover, given the number, physical 
condition, and increasing age of long-term offenders, health care costs for the inmate population 
continue to rise. Inmate health problems stemming from chronic conditions are common, including 
tobacco-related illnesses such as chronic pulmonary disease, heart disease, and lung cancer. These 
health problems persist when individuals are incarcerated and when they are released. 

Although all federal, and most state and local, correctional facilities have adopted smoke-free 
policies, tobacco addiction continues to be a problem for current and ex-offenders with long-term 
consequences, both for the corrections systems and the population at large. Prisons and jails (and 
post-release treatment centers) that provide tobacco prevention and cessation services can help 
screen individuals, give them the resources to address their dependence on nicotine, and ultimately 
ease the financial burden on the public health care system.

Overview of Tobacco Problem in Correctional Facilities
Today, nearly 2.3 million people in the U.S. are behind bars: approximately 207,000 in federal 
custody, 1,311,000 in state custody, and 749,000 in local jails.8 Prisons hold inmates convicted 
of federal or state crimes; jails generally hold people awaiting trial or serving short sentences. The 
total rises to 7.1 million if it includes all who are on probation or on parole – 3 percent of all U.S. 
adult residents.9 Although this report focuses on tobacco control policies in state and local jails and 
prisons, it also includes background information on federal demographics.

Profile of Correctional Population
The high prevalence of tobacco use among inmates has a disparate impact on priority populations – 
particularly those of low socioeconomic status, who tend to be most commonly incarcerated. A brief 
look at prison demographics may shed light on the way in which tobacco use affects this unique 
class of individuals.

Basic Demographics . Despite a recent 1.3 percent decline in the number of offenders under adult 
correctional supervision, approximately 1 in 33 adults was incarcerated in the U.S. at the end of 
2010.10 The demographics are sobering: Over 90 percent of U.S. inmates are male, approximately 
70 percent are non-white, and roughly 40 percent have not completed high school (compared 
to 18 percent of the general population).11 By middle age, more African American men in the 
U.S. are likely to have spent time in prison than to have graduated from college or joined the 
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military.12 Significantly, studies estimate that between 70 and 80 percent of all U .S . inmates 
smoke or use tobacco products – up to four times the national average.13 Smoking prevalence 
among incarcerated women ranges from 42 to 91 percent, which is two to four times higher than 
among women in the general population.14 

The use of tobacco products is just one of several risk factors common to the inmate population. 
Prisoners, in general, are not a healthy population. Many come from disadvantaged backgrounds 
with limited or no access to early preventive health care or systematic health care over the years. 
Many also have a tendency to engage in unsafe lifestyle behaviors such as drug and alcohol 
abuse, tobacco use, and unprotected sex. These factors often lead to what scientists describe as 
“early aging.”15 As a result, inmates have a higher rate of chronic and infectious disease than 
nonincarcerated individuals of the same age.16 In addition, other factors including age and low 
socioeconomic status can also have an impact on the health of prisoners.17 

Mental Illness and Substance Abuse Disorders . Just under half of all cigarettes smoked in America 
are smoked by people with either a mental illness or a substance use problem18 – persons who 
have long been overrepresented in U.S. correctional facilities.19 For example, although serious 
mental illness afflicts approximately 5.4 percent of U.S. adults, the mentally ill account for nearly 
16 percent of all inmates – about 284,000 people, according to federal surveys.20 Three times as 
many mentally ill people reside in prisons than in mental health hospitals, and the rate of mental 
illness among prisoners is two to four times greater than in the general population.21 Significantly, 
researchers have found that Americans with mental illness are nearly twice as likely to smoke 
cigarettes as those with no mental illness.22 

Also, studies have shown that inmates are seven times as likely as individuals in the general 
population to have a substance use disorder.23 A disproportionate number of individuals with 
substance abuse problems also use tobacco products.24 As just one example, in 2005 approximately 
66.5 percent of state inmates and 51.5 percent of federal inmates with a substance use disorder 
smoked in the month of their arrest.25 Nicotine dependence is an addiction, and substance abuse 
and addiction are at epidemic proportions among prisoners.26 

The statistics are bleak. Over 75 percent of alcohol- and drug-dependent persons in early recovery 
tend to be heavily nicotine-dependent smokers.27 Nationally, studies report that 77 to 93 percent 
of clients in substance abuse treatment settings use tobacco – more than triple the national 
average.28 In a startling testament to the addictive properties of nicotine, one study reports that 
approximately one-third of people who use tobacco develop nicotine dependence, while only 
23 percent of heroin users, 17 percent of cocaine users, and 15 percent of alcohol users develop 
dependence on those drugs.29 

Given their high tobacco use, individuals with psychiatric and substance use disorders are at greater 
risk for tobacco-related diseases, such as cardiovascular illness, respiratory disease, and cancer, than 
individuals in the general population.30 Moreover, inmates with these disorders are more likely than 
others to die of tobacco-related causes.31 

Chronic Illness and Cause of Death . Not only do inmates suffer from higher rates of chronic 
conditions (including persistent asthma) than nonincarcerated individuals of the same age, but 
a significantly large number of inmate deaths are linked directly to tobacco use.32 Although 
correctional authorities report over sixty different medical causes of prisoner deaths, the vast 
majority of deaths result from only a few causes – heart disease and cancer.33 Lung cancer is by far 
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the leading cause of cancer deaths among inmates, accounting for one in three of all cancer deaths 
in state prisons.34 In fact, statistics show more state prison deaths caused by lung cancer than the 
following six cancers combined: liver, colon, pancreas, non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, prostate, and 
leukemia.35 In the United States, cigarette smoking causes 90 percent of all lung cancers.36 The 
odds are daunting: smokers are fifteen to thirty times more likely to get lung cancer or die from lung 
cancer than nonsmokers.37 

Smoking is also directly linked to coronary heart disease and heart attacks – another leading cause 
of prisoner deaths.38 Indeed, more men and women in the U.S. die from cardiovascular disease 
attributed to smoking than from cancer.39 Smoking actually triples the risk of dying from heart 
disease among middle-aged men and women.40 

The “Graying” of Our Prisons . Another important consideration in assessing the impact of tobacco 
use among the U.S. prison population is the growth in the number of elderly inmates, with their 
attendant health issues. Many of these elderly inmates have long histories of tobacco use – often 
only interrupted when they are in custody. The rise of the elderly in U.S. jails and prisons has been 
precipitous.41 As just one example, in sixteen southern states, the elderly prisoner population grew 
approximately 145 percent in nine years.42 This growth in the elderly prison population results in 
higher health care costs – particularly for those who are suffering from, or likely to develop, tobacco-
related diseases.43 

Studies generally place older inmates in the at-risk health category because they are often 
uneducated and underemployed and have high-risk lifestyles that include substance and alcohol 
abuse and the use of tobacco.44 The poor health of older inmates causes them to be hospitalized 
longer and more often, and to consult with health care providers more frequently, than similarly 
aged individuals outside the prison environment.45 In fact, one study reports that older inmates see 
health care providers approximately five times more often than non-inmates.46 As a result, health 
care costs for elderly inmates are significantly higher than for younger inmates, and can represent a 
substantial portion of corrections departments’ budgets.47 

Because of the rise in older, sicker, and more long-term offenders, and the stretched resources of 
correctional institutions, states are continuing to explore ways to provide both current and former 
inmates with more preventive health care services, such as tobacco cessation and treatment support.

Health Impact of Tobacco Use on Current and Former Inmates,  
and Their Families
The devastating health impact of tobacco use is so well known that the Supreme Court has 
described it as “perhaps the single most significant threat to public health in the United 
States.”48 Approximately 443,000 people in this country die annually from tobacco-related illness, 
making cigarettes a leading cause of preventable death in the United States.49 Given the high 
prevalence of tobacco use among inmates, it is sadly unsurprising that so many prison deaths are 
due to tobacco-related diseases – particularly coronary heart disease, cancer, and chronic obstructive 
pulmonary diseases.50 

The tobacco-related health problems of inmates do not end at the prison gates. Each year 
approximately 12 million inmates are released from jails and prisons, with the vast majority leaving 
city and county jails.51 Although many correctional institutions are tobacco-free, prohibition is not 
enough to change addictive behavior, and former inmates often resume tobacco use upon release.52  
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As a result, not only are these individuals continuing to harm themselves, but they may be exposing 
their families, partners and friends to secondhand tobacco smoke, which hundreds of medical 
studies have confirmed to be hazardous.53 In fact, the 2010 U.S. Surgeon General’s Report warns 
that even occasional exposure to secondhand smoke is harmful and that low levels of exposure can 
lead to a rapid and sharp increase in dysfunction and inflammation of the lining of the blood vessels, 
which are implicated in heart attacks and stroke.54 

While the long-term health outcomes of individuals who cycle in and out of U.S. prisons and jails 
are generally unknown,55 mountains of evidence exist on the health risks of both tobacco use and 
exposure to tobacco smoke.56 Given the disproportionate number of inmates who use tobacco, 
this addictive behavior has a significant impact on current and future health care costs, both in the 
correctional system and in the public sector.

Health Care Cost Impact  
of Tobacco Use 
Correctional Health Care Costs . Since 1988, 
state corrections costs have risen a shocking 303 
percent.57 Health care costs for inmates are 
also skyrocketing. In Ohio alone, for example, 
spending on prison health care saw a dramatic 
96.2 percent increase from $115 million in 
2001 to over $225 million in 2010.58 And each 
year, correctional health care costs for inmates 
are projected to increase approximately 10 
percent.59 Moreover, as noted earlier, prison 
demographics show a trend toward older offenders 
who are serving longer sentences and who have 
greater health care needs. Many of these inmates 
have tobacco-related illnesses or are likely to 
develop these illnesses in the future. For instance, 
prisoners in Florida who were hospitalized in 
2010 for tobacco-related illnesses like cancer and 
emphysema cost the state approximately $8.7 million.60 Health care has become a pressing problem 
facing correctional administrators. Since inmates are generally not eligible for federally funded 
benefits programs such as Medicare and Medicaid, and Medicaid benefits are often terminated upon 
incarceration, the state absorbs the lion’s share of a state inmate’s health care costs.61 

Related Costs . Prisoner health is not just an issue for the corrections systems. Approximately 12 
million inmates are released annually,62 and roughly seven out of every ten offenders will eventually 
continue to serve all or part of their sentences in the community.63 Inmates who are released and 
continue to use tobacco are likely to have tobacco-related health issues and costs. They are also likely 
to become a greater financial burden on their local health care system than if they had been treated 
while incarcerated, received tobacco cessation support and services in custody and upon discharge, 
and quit using tobacco. Moreover, only 15 percent of inmates are estimated to have health insurance 
in the year before or after incarceration; the rest are either uninsured or unlikely to have financial 
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resources for health care.64 These individuals – many with chronic conditions directly related to 
tobacco use – will end up drawing on state and national health care insurance systems such as 
Medicaid and Medicare.65 

Finally, as a side note: in addition to the overall public health care cost impact of tobacco use, former 
inmates who relapse find themselves needing to maintain an expensive habit on a regular basis. The 
high cost of cigarettes and tobacco products competes with other needs and may divert scarce financial 
resources at a time when individuals are struggling to reintegrate into the community after incarceration.66

Tobacco Control Policy Option 1: Prevention 
Given the high prevalence of tobacco use among the correctional population, and the significant 
health impact and related costs of nicotine addiction, federal, state, and local correctional facilities 
have taken steps over the years to prohibit smoking – and increasingly the use of all tobacco 
products – on their premises. Prevention – in the form of smoke-free or tobacco-free regulation – 
has been the key line of defense in the ongoing war against tobacco in the corrections system. 

The adoption of smoke-free correctional policies did not occur overnight. Nor did it occur without 
a struggle. Correctional facilities are challenging settings for tobacco policies because the rights of 
both those who live there and those who work there must be considered, and because both parties 
co-exist in a stressful environment where nicotine addiction is common. This section provides a brief 
look back at the legal landscape of smoke-free regulation behind bars, and then examines the current 
state of tobacco policies in U.S. prisons.

Overview of Smoke-free Prison Litigation
Over the last twenty years, inmates and staff have used litigation both to promote the passage of 
smoke-free regulations in correctional institutions and to challenge those regulations.67 

Legal Challenges to Prison Smoking Policies
Because they are confined in close quarters, with little opportunity to escape secondhand smoke, 
inmates have historically experienced a higher risk of harm due to secondhand smoke exposure than 
the average nonsmoker outside the prison environment.68 Back in the early nineties, as the health 
risks of secondhand smoke were becoming more broadly known, inmates concerned about their 
exposure to tobacco smoke in the prison setting sued prison officials for protection from this health 
hazard – often alleging violation of their Eighth Amendment right not to be subjected to “cruel and 
unusual punishment.”69 

The seminal inmate lawsuit alleging secondhand smoke exposure was McKinney v. Anderson (1991), 
where a Nevada state prisoner who shared a cell with a heavy smoker brought a civil rights action 
against prison officials on Eighth Amendment grounds due to his exposure to secondhand smoke.70  
McKinney was confined in a poorly ventilated, six-foot by eight-foot cell with a cellmate who 
smoked five packs of cigarettes daily.71 McKinney also suffered from secondhand smoke outside his 
cell; nearly two-thirds of the inmates in his facility smoked and the prison had very few smoke-free 
areas.72 McKinney claimed to suffer from nosebleeds, headaches and chest pains as a result of his 
constant exposure to secondhand smoke.73 He alleged that this exposure posed an unreasonable risk 
of harm to his health and that Nevada prison officials repeatedly refused his requests to transfer him 
to a single cell or house him with a nonsmoker.74 
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A magistrate in the U.S. District Court for the District of Nevada dismissed McKinney’s claim, 
finding that McKinney had no right to a smoke-free environment in prison and had failed to prove 
that prison authorities had been deliberately indifferent to his medical needs.75 On appeal, the U.S. 
Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit affirmed on the deliberate indifference issue.76 The appeals 
court also reversed in part, ruling that McKinney had stated an adequate cause of action under the 
Eighth Amendment by alleging that exposure to secondhand smoke was harmful to his health.77 The 
court remanded the case to district court so McKinney could prove he had been involuntarily 
exposed to levels of smoke that posed an unreasonable risk of harm to his existing or future health 
significantly.78 Although the appeals court held that McKinney had an actionable claim, it also 
ruled that the prison officials were “entitled as a matter of law to prevail on their defense of qualified 
immunity,” which essentially shields government officials from liability for damages if their conduct 
does not violate established rights that a reasonable person would have known.79 

On October 15, 1991, the U.S. Supreme Court set aside the Ninth Circuit’s ruling and directed 
the appeals court to consider the case in light of a recent Supreme Court ruling on prisoner rights, 
Wilson v. Seiter.80 The appeals court then reinstated its earlier judgment, ruling that McKinney 
was entitled to go forward with his case in district court for proceedings consistent with the appeals 
court’s previous opinion and Wilson.81 McKinney appealed and again the U.S. Supreme Court 
agreed to hear the case, which was retitled Helling v. McKinney.

On June 18, 1993, the Supreme Court held (7 to 2) that McKinney stated an actionable claim 
under the Eighth Amendment when he alleged that administrators of the prison system had, with 
“deliberate indifference,”82 exposed him to levels of secondhand smoke that posed an unreasonable 
risk of serious harm to his future health.83 The Court noted that McKinney would need to prove 
on remand that “it is contrary to current standards of decency for anyone to be so exposed against 
his will and that prison officials are deliberately indifferent to his plight.”84 After the parties 
reached a settlement agreement, the district court dismissed the Helling v. McKinney case with 
prejudice.85 Nevertheless, the Helling ruling established a standard that inmates have used for years 
to assert secondhand smoke claims in lower courts.86 

Under the judicial ruling in Helling, inmates alleging exposure to secondhand smoke must prove 
that the risk they face is “not one that today’s society chooses to tolerate”87 and that prison 
officials exhibit deliberate indifference by consciously disregarding that risk.88 Since 1993, 
inmates have often raised the Helling “deliberate indifference” standard in claims for protection 
against secondhand smoke.89 In Alvardo v. Litscher et al., for example, a nonsmoking inmate in 
Wisconsin with severe chronic asthma filed a civil rights lawsuit alleging that the state corrections 
department, warden, and health services manager violated his Eighth Amendment rights by acting 
with deliberate indifference to his exposure to secondhand smoke. The district court denied the 
defendant’s motion to dismiss. The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit affirmed, ruling 
that Alvarado’s complaint stated a valid Eighth Amendment claim. “Given the decision in Helling,” 
the court found that “the right of a prisoner to not be subjected to a serious risk of his future health 
resulting from ETS (‘environmental tobacco smoke’) was clearly established in 1998-99.”90 

Legal Challenges to Prison Smoke-free and Tobacco-free Policies
Over the last few decades, as the hazards of smoking and secondhand smoke have become more 
widely known, the U.S. has seen a proliferation of smoke-free laws. Today, approximately 62 
percent of the U.S. population is covered by state and local laws that prohibit smoking in indoor 
workplaces.91 As it has become more legally, politically and socially unacceptable to smoke indoors, 
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communities have begun to extend their smoke-free measures to cover previously exempt areas, as 
well as federal, state and local correctional facilities. Some facilities have expanded their policies 
to include the use of smokeless tobacco products, such as nicotine products that can be inhaled, 
sucked, chewed or otherwise ingested.92 Given prisoners’ traditionally heavy reliance on tobacco 
as a means of relieving tension and boredom, these policies have at times met with resistance by 
inmates, several of whom have challenged them in court.93 

Constitutional Challenges . Generally, legal challenges to the validity of tobacco policies in 
correctional facilities have been based on constitutional grounds. Almost all these challenges have 
been unsuccessful. For example, courts have uniformly agreed that smoking is not a constitutionally 
protected right – in jails and prisons, or anywhere else.94 Courts also have found that policies 
regulating the use of tobacco products in correctional facilities do not violate a prisoner’s 
constitutional right not to be subjected to cruel and unusual punishment;95 deprive a prisoner of 
a constitutionally protected liberty or property right;96 violate a prisoner’s procedural due process 
rights in being issued without formal rulemaking procedures;97 violate a prisoner’s constitutional 
guaranties of equal protection of the law in treating prison employees and inmates (or male and 
female inmates) differently regarding smoking restrictions;98 or violate a prisoner’s rights to free 
expression under the Constitution’s First Amendment.99 Courts have also held that confiscating 
tobacco products from county jail prisoners as contraband does not deprive prisoners of their 
property without compensation in violation of the Constitution’s Fifth Amendment.100 

Native American Challenges on Religious Grounds . In addition, some Native American 
inmates have legally challenged smoke-free and tobacco-free prison regulations on the ground 
that prohibiting the use of tobacco in correctional facilities violates their rights to exercise religion 
under the Religious Land Use and Institutionalized Persons Act (RLUIPA), or the First and 
Fourteenth Amendments of the U.S. Constitution. Many Native American tribes use tobacco for 
spiritual, ceremonial, and medicinal purposes. All federal, and many state and local, correctional 
facilities permit access to ceremonial tobacco in some form,101 often including exemptions that 
allow Native American adults to light tobacco as part of a traditional Indian spiritual or cultural 
ceremony.102 Courts addressing these challenges have generally concluded that a prison’s tobacco-
free policy does not substantially burden a Native American’s religious exercise because the policy 
does not significantly interfere with religious practices within the meaning of RLUIPA or the U.S. 
Constitution, or because the prison has actually permitted some access to ceremonial tobacco.103 

Overview of Correctional Smoke-free and Tobacco-free Policies
Tobacco has long been part of the corrections culture. In fact, up until the late 1980s, many prison 
systems issued inmates free tobacco (often a low grade tobacco known as “bull derm” – a corruption 
of the R.J. Reynolds brand Bull Durham).104 Smoking cigarettes has traditionally been viewed as one 
of the few “privileges” that inmates could look forward to during the day and that correctional staff 
could use to cope with the stress of their work.105 In 1993, a survey of the fifty state departments of 
corrections found that no prison system prohibited smoking entirely.106 Even in 1998, a national survey 
of more than 900 correctional institutions found that 45 percent of them still permitted smoking by 
either inmates or staff.107 In July 2004, two months after the release of the Surgeon General’s Report 
on The Health Consequences of Smoking, the Federal Bureau of Prisons adopted a policy requiring that all 
105 federal prisons, housing 180,000 inmates, become 100 percent smoke-free.108 
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During this period, many state and local corrections administrators, either working in compliance 
with the laws of their jurisdictions, or exerting their own authority, began to adopt smoke-free 
policies.109 According to a survey of fifty-two correctional departments in the U.S., the most commonly 
reported reasons for implementing smoke-free policies were to improve the health and safety of inmates 
and employees; avoid complaints and legal challenges regarding secondhand smoke exposure; comply 
with current or pending laws limiting smoking; and reduce correctional operating costs.110 

As of January 2012, thirty state departments of corrections had in place tobacco-free policies 
that cover indoor areas, at least fifteen of which also prohibit all forms of tobacco on outdoor 
grounds.111 These tobacco-free policies often include smokeless and spitless tobacco, and 
occasionally nicotine replacement products. (Some inmates have created a mold from nicotine gum 
to make keys and disable locks; others have dried and smoked nicotine patches.112) The policies 
apply both to inmates and correctional staff. Appendix A contains a table summarizing each state 
prison’s tobacco policy. County jails and other local correctional facilities have also adopted smoke-
free and tobacco-free policies. While most state facilities do not permit designated smoking areas on 
prison premises or grounds, local facilities vary in their scope of coverage.

Enforcement of correctional tobacco policies generally follows the standard disciplinary protocol of 
each facility. Several state departments of corrections identify specific consequences for noncompliance 
with their smoke-free/tobacco-free policies. Penalties vary depending on the perpetrator.

State Corrections Departments:  
Select Examples of Tobacco/Smoke-free Prison Enforcement113 

State Violator Outcome
Arizona Inmates Confiscation of all smoking materials on the inmate’s 

person and in the inmate’s property; disciplinary action, 
including restricting purchases of tobacco from the 
inmate store.

Arkansas, Colorado, 
Kansas, North 
Carolina, Ohio, Texas

Visitors Removal from the premises and/or loss of future 
visitation privileges.

Kansas Inmates Disciplinary consequences, plus potential suspension of 
contact visitation for up to one year.

Kansas Contractors/
vendors

May result in termination of their delivery of services to 
the Department.

Nevada Representatives/
employees of other 
state agencies

Restricted access to inmate labor.

North Carolina Employees Subject to a minimum of coaching and/or disciplinary 
action, up to and including dismissal.

North Dakota Inmates Possession of tobacco may be a class B misdemeanor.

Texas Employees/others Providing or possessing with intent to provide a tobacco 
product to an inmate may be a felony offense of the 
third degree.
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As U.S. tobacco control policies have become increasingly common over the last two decades, 
correctional systems have also come to accept them as the norm. National organizations such as 
the American Jail Association,114 the American Correctional Association,115 and the National 
Commission on Correctional Health (NCCHC)116 have all adopted resolutions that promote 
smoke-free policies in jails and prisons. The American Jail Association Resolution, for example, 
which was first adopted back in 1990, highlights not only the health risks of tobacco use and 
exposure to secondhand smoke, but smoking-related fire safety concerns, and maintenance and 
repair costs contributing to the deterioration of correctional facilities.117 

Problems and Obstacles
Although state and local correctional facilities have made great strides over the last few decades 
in prohibiting the use of tobacco on their premises, problems with enforcement and contraband 
continue to exist. As mentioned earlier, a disproportionate number of inmates tend to use tobacco, 
and cessation can be a challenge – particularly for those who are heavily nicotine-dependent. 
Nevertheless, initial fears that imposing smoke-free policies in jails and prisons would cause 
unruliness or even violence among inmates have been largely unfounded.118 While the policies have 
not been universally popular – either with inmates or corrections staff – few states report significant 
overt resistance.119 Inmates or staff who challenge the policies on constitutional or other grounds, as 
described above, are almost always unsuccessful.120 

Unequal Treatment
Other problems exist, however. When tobacco policies contain exemptions or exceptions, such as 
permitting smoking in designated areas, or allowing staff, but not inmates, to use tobacco products 
in certain areas, difficulties can arise. For example, if a policy goal is to protect inmates and staff 
from exposure to secondhand smoke, the more comprehensive the policy, the better. Exemptions 
delegitimize the public health interest behind the policy because they increase the number of 
people not covered by it. Allowing individuals to use designated smoking areas weakens the policy, 
subjects it to loopholes, and makes it more difficult to interpret, implement and enforce. Also, 
many exemptions result in parties within the correctional facility being treated differently.121 A 
tiered regulatory system where one party enjoys privileges that other parties are denied is likely to 
breed resentment and a sense of injustice – a toxic mix in any environment, let alone a correctional 
institution. It can also lead to lawsuits, as discussed earlier.122 

Lax Enforcement
Many corrections officials tend to regard tobacco addiction as a less vital correctional concern 
than substance abuse, mental illness, violent behaviors, and similar issues among the prison 
population.123 One correctional expert in a national report aptly summed up the perception 
problem: “Correctional health care practitioners and others need to see tobacco control as an 
important high-profile public health issue with the same sort of ‘status’ as HIV or tuberculosis. 
Otherwise, it will continue to get the short end of the attention and health care resources of 
correctional facilities.”124 

As a result of this “lesser of two evils” perspective, reports exist of lax enforcement of tobacco policies 
in correctional institutions, with some facilities enforcing policies more strictly for inmates than for 
staff, and access to tobacco often depending on the security status of the correctional facility.125 For 
instance, inmates in minimum security prisons on work-release programs often smoke or use 
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tobacco products off prison premises, and occasionally smuggle tobacco products back onto prison 
grounds. This has led to another challenge to smoke-free and tobacco-free correctional policies: the 
development of a black market in tobacco.

Contraband
Controlling the possession and trade of illicit items 
and goods has long been a concern in correctional 
institutions. Recently, in addition to the illegal 
drugs and weapons more commonly smuggled 
inside, jails and prisons have seen a growth in 
tobacco as contraband.126 Loose tobacco and 
tobacco products are often viewed as valued 
currency to be bartered among inmates and even 
corrections staff.127 Trading in tobacco enables 
inmates to buy, bribe or barter for services, goods 
or other favors.128 For those who are trafficking 
in tobacco as a commodity, the profits can be 
substantial. State departments of corrections report 
black market tobacco prices ranging from hand-
rolled cigarettes ($5 apiece); a cigarette ($10); a 
pack of cigarettes ($20 to $50 apiece); a pouch 
of tobacco ($50 to $200 apiece), to a carton of 
cigarettes ($200 to $500 apiece) and a can of loose 
tobacco (up to $1,000 apiece).129 Because of the 
high cost of purchasing tobacco products on the 
black market, many inmates trading in these goods 
have switched to smoking unfiltered hand-rolled 
cigarettes, which are higher in tar and nicotine than 
traditional cigarettes.130 And, in another alarming 
fallout of the contraband problem, the profits that 
can be made on black market tobacco products not only motivate some inmates to engage in illicit 
trade, but can also serve to corrupt staff. As one study reports, “a single tobacco transaction may 
fetch a week’s pay for a staff member willing to violate prison policy.”131 

Unfortunately, some states have begun to see a possible link between an increase in inmate-on- 
inmate violence and the use of contraband tobacco as a lucrative commodity. In California, for 
examples, inmates on outside work crews have picked up cigarette butts along the roadside and 
smuggled them back into the prisons to cull the tobacco and sell it.132 Subsequent brawls and 
violent assaults have broken out as groups have argued over the tobacco.133 At a maximum security 
prison at Pelican Bay, California, a convict paroled hours earlier was found sneaking back onto 
prison grounds holding a pillowcase filled with 50 ounces of tobacco worth nearly $10,000, which 
he had intended to throw over the facility’s fence where his associates were waiting to retrieve 
it.134 In Ohio, the state’s top prison official recently asked his corrections department to investigate 
whether the rise in Ohio’s prison disturbances can be linked to the tobacco contraband issue and 
the black market flow of this illicit good.135 And in Texas, tobacco smuggling in prison is viewed as 
a gateway offense that can lead to the delivery of more dangerous contraband, breed violence and 
corrupt corrections officials; as a result, smuggling tobacco into a Texas prison is a felony offense.136 
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From reports like these across the U.S., and from interviews the Public Health Law Center 
conducted in late 2011 and early 2012 with a limited number of local and state corrections 
officials, tobacco contraband appears to be a problem in correctional facilities with tobacco-free 
policies.137 Tobacco black markets are less prevalent in local jails, where inmates are held for shorter 
times, than in state prisons, where longer incarcerations are common. Opportunities for contraband 
tend to arise in minimum security state facilities where inmates participate in work release programs 
off prison grounds, and smuggle tobacco back inside.138 Ironically, violations of corrections tobacco 
policies and related disciplinary infractions result in increased costs to maintain security and 
order, at a time when state budgets are stretched and some correctional facilities are reducing the 
availability of treatment programs, such as tobacco cessation services.139 

Tobacco Control Policy Option 2: Cessation
Over the last few decades, given the devastating health impact of tobacco use on the prison 
population, and the severe toll of tobacco-related diseases on the nation’s health care and 
correctional systems, many states have seen prisons and jails as windows of opportunity in which 
to provide tobacco control-related services, including cessation assistance, to a largely concentrated, 
high risk population. Many corrections and public health experts, such as the authors of a federally-
commissioned three-year study on The Health Status of Soon-to-Be-Released Inmates, acknowledge 
that primary prevention is the “best and most cost-effective use of health care dollars,” and that as 
a means of achieving tobacco-free federal, state and local correctional facilities, tobacco cessation 
programs should be available for all staff and inmates.140 

The cost savings of tobacco cessation are beyond dispute. Helping tobacco users quit saves thousands 
of dollars in health care expenditures per user – savings that benefit former tobacco users, insurance 
companies, employers, state budgets, and taxpayers. A recent study shows that for every dollar a 
state spends on smoking cessation treatments, it saves an average of $1.26 – a 26 percent return on 
investment.141 Downstream, tobacco cessation can not only benefit ex-inmates by lowering their 
rates of cardiovascular and pulmonary disease and improving their overall health, but by saving the 
state and local community thousands of dollars in tobacco-related medical costs.142 

Overview of Correctional Tobacco Cessation Services
Both corrections and health experts are aware that forced abstinence is not the same as voluntarily 
quitting. In either case, relapse is common. In fact, epidemiologic data suggest that although a 
minority of tobacco users are able to abstain permanently after an initial quit attempt, most continue 
to use tobacco for many years and cycle through multiple periods of relapse and remission.143 For 
example, a recent Centers for Disease Control & Prevention study found that in 2010, approximately 
69 percent of adult smokers wanted to stop smoking, 52 percent tried to, and only 6 percent actually 
quit.144 Significantly, evidence indicates that most incarcerated tobacco users wish to quit.145 

Over the last few decades, as U.S. prisons and jails began adopting tobacco policies, many state and 
local facilities offered cessation programs or services to help staff and inmates adjust to smoke-free 
or tobacco-free environments and to assist inmates about to be released. Tobacco cessation services 
varied, depending on the state and facility. For instance, the U.S. Public Health Service’s 2009 
Clinical Practice Guideline, Treating Tobacco Use and Dependence recommends seven medications 
and three types of counseling (individual, group, and by phone), which have been proven to help 
smokers quit.146 These medications include nicotine replacement therapies (NRT), such as nicotine 
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gum, patch, lozenge, nasal 
spray, and inhaler, as well as 
two non-nicotine medications, 
bupropion and varenicline.147 

According to a Public Health 
Law Center survey of U.S. 
state corrections tobacco 
policies, facilities offered the 
following types of tobacco 
cessation services over the last 
ten years:148 

■■ Tobacco use cessation 
counseling (New York)

■■ Tobacco use cessation classes 
(California, Florida, Iowa, 
Louisiana, New Jersey, 
North Dakota, Rhode Island, Virginia, Washington, Wisconsin)

■■ Provision of educational printed or electronic information about tobacco use cessation (Arizona, 
California, Delaware, Florida, Massachusetts, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Utah, Wyoming)

■■ Sale of nicotine replacement therapy products in canteens/commissaries (Illinois, Louisiana, North 
Carolina, Ohio, North Carolina, Virginia, Washington)

■■ Tobacco cessation assistance programming, not otherwise specified (Alabama, Colorado, Michigan, 
Mississippi, Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire, New Mexico, North Carolina, Ohio, 
Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, West Virginia)

■■ Provision of tobacco cessation aids, not otherwise specified (Georgia, Hawaii, Kansas, Missouri, 
Montana, South Dakota)

Correctional facilities that offer tobacco cessation aids often make them available to inmates and 
staff through commissaries or medical personnel. Also, some correctional facilities offer innovative 
programs such as peer counseling, peer-led cessation support groups, and internal helplines and 
quitlines.149 

Problems and Obstacles
In recent years, as corrections tobacco policies have become more restrictive – prohibiting first 
smoking and then tobacco products inside the premises, then expanding to the outer grounds – 
some facilities have begun to reduce the availability of cessation services and aids.150 For example, 
totally tobacco-free correctional facilities, such as California’s thirty-three prisons, have eliminated 
all tobacco products from the premises, including nicotine replacement products.151 Prison officials 
in such tobacco-free facilities often question the need for cessation aids, since inmates and staff have 
little or no exposure to tobacco products on the premises.152 
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Facilities seeking to control corrections costs may end up reluctantly reducing health care services 
and programs, such as tobacco cessation assistance.153 If cessation services are effective in preventing 
inmates from returning to tobacco use upon release, these cutbacks can prove shortsighted, given far 
greater health care savings down the road. 

It is not easy, however, to assess the long-term effectiveness of corrections tobacco policies and 
cessation services. Prisons and jails can be complicated environments in which to conduct 
tobacco control interventions, and post-custody follow-up is rare. Inmates in local jails tend 
to be incarcerated for relatively short periods of time, while inmates in state prisons tend to be 
repeat offenders, often coming and going from the prison system on a recurrent basis. Given the 
transient nature of the population, and the limited tracking of individuals released from custody, 
very little research exists on the resumption of tobacco use by this high risk, underserved, almost 
under-the-radar population.154 Nevertheless, some studies suggest that a majority of inmates 

housed in tobacco-free facilities 
resume tobacco use fairly soon 
upon discharge or when moved 
to a setting that allows tobacco 
use.155 This comports with studies 
that the average smoker typically 
quits multiple times before 
permanently quitting.156 

What is clearly a dilemma is that 
many former inmates released 
from correctional facilities, who 
have already completed nicotine 
withdrawal, are likely to need, and 
have little means of obtaining, 
ongoing support to maintain 
cessation. As noted earlier, these are 
individuals with a high prevalence 

of substance abuse and mental illness – individuals for whom permanent tobacco cessation is 
particularly challenging. Note, for example, this gripping testimonial from a former drug addict 
describing the difficulty of quitting smoking:

I used to do a lot of different drugs and I did a lot of hard drugs. I did coke, crank, 
uppers and downers. Any illegal pharmaceutical I did … and I had a heroin 
addiction one time and I had to go in rehab for three months to get over that, and 
then I did the opposite end of the spectrum and I had stimulants, cocaine, and crank, 
methamphetamines, and that was easier for me to kick than smoking.157 

Despite the limited research on tobacco use by former inmates or post-release cessation data, it is clear 
that reentering the community after incarceration can be difficult, and just as clear that resuming 
tobacco use is an easy and natural step to take. In addition to the financial and emotional stress of 
finding housing and employment, and reestablishing ties with family and friends, former inmates 
will likely return to environments where addictive behaviors, such as substance abuse and tobacco 
use, may be both common and socially acceptable. To date, no evidence-based treatments exist to 
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help individuals remain abstinent after a period of prolonged, forced cessation.158 Nevertheless, 
studies do confirm the usefulness of cessation assistance to the correctional population – particularly 
during admission to a facility and at the time of release.159 Researchers who examined inmates 
and their motivation and intent to remain tobacco-free upon release have also concluded that 
post-incarceration tobacco cessation assistance could improve the likelihood of permanent 
abstinence.160 Research has shown that tobacco users in general are more successful in quitting when 
they use cessation medication and counseling in combination, and stay with a program, than when 
they attempt to quit “cold turkey” on their own.161 

One final observation regarding cessation treatment for inmates and former inmates with substance 
abuse disorders: Treating tobacco dependence within addiction treatment settings has long been 
a controversial topic among addiction treatment professionals.162 The historic view has been that 
attempting tobacco cessation could undermine treatment recovery, particularly when patients are 
in early sobriety, and that “their more problematic alcohol and drug addictions must be treated 
first.”163 Many addiction treatment professionals have now come to recognize the importance 
of integrating tobacco dependence treatment across the continuum of addiction treatment and 
prevention services164 – a continuum that could also extend to correctional populations. 

Tobacco Policy Considerations for Correctional Populations
State and local correctional administrators have several policy choices to make when addressing the 
problem of tobacco use within their facilities. Many of these choices will be driven by funding, logistical, 
and administrative considerations, as well as the type of correctional institution and population.

Tobacco-free Correctional Environments
Policy Planning and Drafting . Correctional facilities in the process of drafting or revising a tobacco 
policy could benefit by involving staff in the planning process – both for input and feedback.165 The 
policy should be written clearly and concisely, with important terms defined to ensure that the policy 
can be interpreted easily, and implemented and enforced effectively. For example, phrases such as 
“smoke-free” and “tobacco-free” should be explicitly defined so no misunderstanding exists as to what 
the policy covers and where and how it applies. Policies should identify the consequences for violating 
the policies – both for inmates and corrections personnel. As part of the planning process, guidelines 
could also be set in place for the provision of tobacco cessation services, including internal or external 
access to quitlines. For examples of several U.S. corrections tobacco policies, visit the Americans for 
Nonsmokers Rights Foundation website, which contains an up-to-date compilation.166 

Scope . Comprehensive tobacco-free policies that prohibit the possession, use, sale or trade 
of tobacco products both indoors and on the outside grounds of correctional facilities are the 
most effective way to protect inmates and staff from the adverse health risks of tobacco use and 
secondhand smoke exposure. In addition, by making premises entirely tobacco-free, officials lower 
the risk of legal challenges by inmates or staff, since the policy will apply across the board to the 
entire corrections population and workforce. Also, to prevent smuggling and other infractions, 
measures should apply to all visitors to the facilities.

Policy Implementation . State and local correctional facilities have generally experienced a 
smooth transition to tobacco-free policies when corrections officials have educated inmates and 
staff about the policy beforehand, explained how it works, and provided them with a timetable 
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for implementation. Officials typically use this opportunity to explain the policy rationale by 
emphasizing the adverse health impact and significant cost of tobacco use and its importance as a 
public and corrections health issue. 

Enforcement . Penalties for violating the facility’s tobacco policy must be enforced fairly and 
consistently and must be sufficiently severe to discourage attempts at circumvention by inmates, 
staff or other applicable parties. Facilities must be vigilant and enhance security to prevent the 
use and trafficking of tobacco contraband. Corrections administrators should ensure that both 
staff and inmates are aware of the purpose for the contraband and tobacco-free policy, are trained 
in recognizing and coping with the symptoms of nicotine withdrawal, and receive up-to-date 
communications regarding policy changes and guidelines. 

Tobacco Cessation Assistance
Programs and Services . Effective evidence-based treatment programs, both inside and outside 
correctional facilities, can help current and former inmates and corrections staff combat nicotine 
addiction. Since many corrections employees – including prison guards, wardens, administrators, 
and even some medical personnel – are nicotine-dependent, facilities should consider offering 
separate treatment programs for staff and inmates.167 Some tobacco cessation experts recommend 
mandatory attendance by all tobacco-dependent inmates and staff.168 Facilities might also consider 
making tobacco cessation educational materials freely available for all inmates, staff, and visitors.

Counseling . Facilities offering tobacco cessation counseling or other program assistance generally 
offer it upon admission to help inmates adjust to the new tobacco-free environment, and 
throughout incarceration. New staff members often receive cessation information and assistance in 
orientation or as part of a worksite wellness offering. Facilities may want to consider providing peer 
counseling and arranging peer-led cessation support groups for the correctional population.

Pre-release Planning . Providing inmates with access to tobacco cessation assistance as part of re-
entry planning at the time of release can help remove health-related barriers to reintegration into 
home communities. Inmates preparing for discharge can benefit by focusing on ways to avoid 
common triggers that may prompt them to resume tobacco use.169 They might also find it useful to 
know the multiple burdens tobacco use will impose upon them once they are released, including the 
tendency of many employers to prefer nonsmoking employees.170 Facilities can help ease the reentry 
transition by providing about-to-be-released inmates with tobacco cessation materials, referrals to 
local community health services, and local and national quitline information.171 

Post-release Assistance . Given the many challenges that former inmates face in adjusting to post-
release life, correctional facilities (or other local or state agencies) should assist tobacco-dependent 
inmates in the re-entry process by giving them information about community health centers, 
medical/health service staff, or local public health resources that might provide post-release cessation 
services, including possible access to cessation medications and counseling.172 
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Conclusion
Tobacco use among the correctional population is 
roughly four times the national average. It is sadly 
unsurprising, then, that a significant number of inmates 
suffer from tobacco-related illnesses and chronic 
conditions, and that this has a disproportionate impact 
on current and future health care costs, both in the 
correctional system and in the public sector.

The prison setting presents an unusual opportunity to 
address tobacco dependence. All federal, and most state 
and local, correctional facilities have adopted tobacco 
control policies, with varying restrictions and levels 
of success. These policies primarily focus on tobacco 
prevention (smoke-free or tobacco-free environments) 
and cessation. Comprehensive tobacco-free policies that 
prohibit the use or possession of all tobacco products 
anywhere either inside or on the outer grounds of the 
facility will protect the most individuals – inmates and 
corrections staff – from the health risks of secondhand 
smoke and tobacco use. These policies should be 
written clearly and concisely, and enforced strictly and 
consistently among inmates and staff. Tobacco cessation 
programs offered upon admission, during incarceration, 
prior to release, and even post-release, provide inmates 
with the resources, incentives, and support they need to 
continue to abstain once they have left the correctional 
facility. By taking concrete measures to address the 
tobacco use of inmates – and former inmates – state 
and local correctional facilities can ease the financial 
burden on the health care system and improve the health of a priority population that is all too often 
marginalized and linked to relapse, tobacco-related disease and premature death. 
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Appendix A
Overview of Tobacco Policies in U.S. State Correctional Facilities (continued)

State Law or policy

100% 
Tobacco-

free 
(indoors 

and 
outdoors)

100% 
Smoke-

free

Tobacco-
free 

indoors

Smoke-
free 

indoors Other
Effective 

date Notes

Alabama‡ Ala. Code § 22-15A 
(2011),1 Ala. Admin. 
Code r. 420-3-28 (2011)‡

✔ 9/1/03 ■■ The Alabama Clean Indoor Air Act allows the person in charge of a public place to 
designate an area for the use of smokers; in government buildings such an area must be 
enclosed and well ventilated.

■■ Individual facilities may adopt tobacco-free policies. See Ala. Dep’t of Corr. 2010 Annual 
Report.‡

Alaska Alaska Dep’t of Corr. 
Policy and Proc. Index # 
101.08‡

✔ 4/27/07 ■■ Permitted outdoor staff smoking must be out of view of the prisoner population.
■■ Cited policy may not be applied to community correctional facilities.

Arizona^ Ariz. Dep’t of Corr. Ch. 
100, Dep’t Order 109‡

✔ 4/17/07 ■■ ^“Smoking is permitted when associated with religious ceremony practiced pursuant to the 
American Indian Religious Freedom Act of 1978 and ARS 36-601.02 (B-2).” 

■■ Tobacco products are available for purchase in prison commissaries.
■■ Smoking outside is not allowed in any area that “may subject normal traffic to second-hand 

smoke or may result in drifting smoke entering into buildings through entrances, windows, 
ventilation systems or other means.”

Arkansas Ark. Bd. of Corr. Admin. 
Reg. 004.00.2-224‡

✔ 1/17/00 ■■ Policy applies to inmates and residents incarcerated or confined in Dep’t correctional 
facilities and jails.

California*^ Cal. Code Regs. tit. 15, 
§§ 3187-3189 (pgs.  
95-96) (2011)‡

✔ 7/1/05 ■■ *Tobacco products for personal use are permitted in staff residential spaces where inmates 
are not present (in designated areas at designated times).

■■ ^“The use of tobacco products may be departmentally approved in inmate religious ceremonies.”

Colorado^ Colo. Dep’t of Corr. 
Admin. Reg. 100-04‡

✔ 4/15/11 ■■ Policy is extended to locations offsite where Dep’t of Corr. crews are working.
■■ ^“Religious ceremonies involving the use of tobacco shall be in accordance with 

administrative regulation 800-01, Religious Programs, Services, Clergy, Faith Group 
Representatives and Practices.”

Connecticut^ Conn. Dep’t of Corr. 
Admin. Dir. 2.21‡

✔ 1/1/08 ■■ ^Defining smoking as “[t]he burning or any other use of a tobacco product or any other matter 
or substance which contains tobacco with the exception of an authorized religious practice.”

■■ ^“In determining what constitutes legitimate religious practices, the Director of Religious 
Services should consider whether there is a body of literature stating principles that 
support the practices and whether the practices are recognized by a group of persons who 
share common ethical, moral or intellectual views. For institutional safety and security, all 
recommendations for religious practices shall require approval of the Deputy Commissioner 
of Operations or designee in consultation with the Director of Religious Services.” Conn. 
Dept’s of Corr. Admin Dir. 10.8.‡”

Note: Alaska, Connecticut, Delaware, Hawaii, Rhode Island & Vermont have integrated systems  
that combine jails and prisons.
*  Designates a limited exception to the state prison authority’s tobacco policy.

^  Designates a policy containing language relating to the religious or ceremonial use of tobacco;  
in these cases, quoted policy excerpts are included as notes.

‡  Designates that the link to a source available online is provided in the Supplement to Appendix A.
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Appendix A
Overview of Tobacco Policies in U.S. State Correctional Facilities (continued)

State Law or policy
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Effective 

date Notes

Alabama‡ Ala. Code § 22-15A 
(2011),1 Ala. Admin. 
Code r. 420-3-28 (2011)‡

✔ 9/1/03 ■■ The Alabama Clean Indoor Air Act allows the person in charge of a public place to 
designate an area for the use of smokers; in government buildings such an area must be 
enclosed and well ventilated.

■■ Individual facilities may adopt tobacco-free policies. See Ala. Dep’t of Corr. 2010 Annual 
Report.‡

Alaska Alaska Dep’t of Corr. 
Policy and Proc. Index # 
101.08‡

✔ 4/27/07 ■■ Permitted outdoor staff smoking must be out of view of the prisoner population.
■■ Cited policy may not be applied to community correctional facilities.

Arizona^ Ariz. Dep’t of Corr. Ch. 
100, Dep’t Order 109‡

✔ 4/17/07 ■■ ^“Smoking is permitted when associated with religious ceremony practiced pursuant to the 
American Indian Religious Freedom Act of 1978 and ARS 36-601.02 (B-2).” 

■■ Tobacco products are available for purchase in prison commissaries.
■■ Smoking outside is not allowed in any area that “may subject normal traffic to second-hand 

smoke or may result in drifting smoke entering into buildings through entrances, windows, 
ventilation systems or other means.”

Arkansas Ark. Bd. of Corr. Admin. 
Reg. 004.00.2-224‡

✔ 1/17/00 ■■ Policy applies to inmates and residents incarcerated or confined in Dep’t correctional 
facilities and jails.

California*^ Cal. Code Regs. tit. 15, 
§§ 3187-3189 (pgs.  
95-96) (2011)‡

✔ 7/1/05 ■■ *Tobacco products for personal use are permitted in staff residential spaces where inmates 
are not present (in designated areas at designated times).

■■ ^“The use of tobacco products may be departmentally approved in inmate religious ceremonies.”

Colorado^ Colo. Dep’t of Corr. 
Admin. Reg. 100-04‡

✔ 4/15/11 ■■ Policy is extended to locations offsite where Dep’t of Corr. crews are working.
■■ ^“Religious ceremonies involving the use of tobacco shall be in accordance with 

administrative regulation 800-01, Religious Programs, Services, Clergy, Faith Group 
Representatives and Practices.”

Connecticut^ Conn. Dep’t of Corr. 
Admin. Dir. 2.21‡

✔ 1/1/08 ■■ ^Defining smoking as “[t]he burning or any other use of a tobacco product or any other matter 
or substance which contains tobacco with the exception of an authorized religious practice.”

■■ ^“In determining what constitutes legitimate religious practices, the Director of Religious 
Services should consider whether there is a body of literature stating principles that 
support the practices and whether the practices are recognized by a group of persons who 
share common ethical, moral or intellectual views. For institutional safety and security, all 
recommendations for religious practices shall require approval of the Deputy Commissioner 
of Operations or designee in consultation with the Director of Religious Services.” Conn. 
Dept’s of Corr. Admin Dir. 10.8.‡”

Note: Alaska, Connecticut, Delaware, Hawaii, Rhode Island & Vermont have integrated systems  
that combine jails and prisons.
*  Designates a limited exception to the state prison authority’s tobacco policy.

^  Designates a policy containing language relating to the religious or ceremonial use of tobacco;  
in these cases, quoted policy excerpts are included as notes.

‡  Designates that the link to a source available online is provided in the Supplement to Appendix A.
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Appendix A
Overview of Tobacco Policies in U.S. State Correctional Facilities (continued)

State Law or policy
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Delaware Del. Dep’t of Corr. 
Policy 8.51.‡

✔ 4/21/10 ■■ Each facility manager may designate outdoor areas for employee smoking. The designated 
smoking areas must be at least 20 feet from any entrance.

■■ State funds may not be spent on creating gazeboes or other structures for smoking areas.

Florida* Tobacco-free policy in 
all facilities. See Fla. 
Dep’t of Corr. Tobacco 
Cessation Initiative.‡

✔ 10/1/11 ■■ *Death row inmates are permitted to possess and use specified quantities of smokeless tobacco.
■■ *The Fla. Dep’t of Corr. has introduced an employee exception to the newly implemented 

tobacco-free policy in response to the efforts of the correctional officers’ union.  Wardens are 
charged with designating outdoor areas for employee smoking that should not be within the 
plain view of inmates.  See “Florida inmates still can’t smoke, but now prison officials can.”‡

■■ Tobacco products are no longer available for sale in prison commissaries, effective 9/2/2011.

Georgia Tobacco-free policy in 
all facilities. See Ga. 
Dep’t of Corr. Tobacco-
Free Initiative.‡

✔ 12/1/10 ■■ A majority of county jails in Georgia are smoke-free. According to Dep’t of Corr. Comm’r 
Brian Owens, inmates “were getting off tobacco in the county jails and then getting back 
on it when they came into the state system.” See “Georgia prisons ordered to kick smoking 
habit.”‡

Hawaii Haw. Dep’t of Pub. 
Safety Corr. Admin. 
Policy COR.01.22‡

✔ 3/9/10 ■■ Hawaii adopted resolution HR88 HD1 calling for its state Dep’t of Pub. Safety and Dep’t 
of Human Servs. to develop a plan to prohibit smoking in prisons by 2011.‡

Idaho^ Idaho Dep’t of Corr. 
Policy 104‡

✔ 11/1/96 ■■ Policy applies on all properties, or in work situations owned, leased, rented or operated by 
the department.

■■ Non-departmental personnel within the defined environment are subject to this policy.
■■ ^American Indians are permitted to smoke substances in their religious activities, including 

kinnikinnik (or bear berry), cedar, sage, and sweetgrass. Tobacco consumption is, however, 
characterized as a “prohibited religious activity.” See Idaho Dep’t of Corr. Policy 403.‡

Illinois 410 Ill. Comp. Stat. 82/35 
(2011) (Smoke Free 
Illinois Act; no exemption 
for correctional facilities)‡

✔ 1/1/08 ■■ Prison workers may smoke in outdoor areas during their breaks.

Indiana Ind. Dep’t of Corr. 
Ethics and Standards of 
Conduct‡

✔ 2011 ■■ Community re-entry centers and the Department’s four stand-alone Level 1 facilities (Chain 
O’ Lakes, Edinburgh, Henryville, and Plainfield Re-Educational Facility) are exempt.

Iowa Iowa Dep’t of Corr. 
Policy and Proc.  
AD-GA-15 (policy 
available upon request)

✔ 8/1/11 ■■ The Iowa Dep’t of Corr. implemented a tobacco-free policy despite being exempted from a 
statewide smoke-free law.  See “Iowa’s prisons ban smoking.”‡ 

■■ Offenders may not use or possess tobacco in any institution.
■■ Designated staff smoking areas must be outside the secured perimeter and more than 50 

feet from building entrances.
Note: Alaska, Connecticut, Delaware, Hawaii, Rhode Island & Vermont have integrated systems  
that combine jails and prisons.
*  Designates a limited exception to the state prison authority’s tobacco policy.

^  Designates a policy containing language relating to the religious or ceremonial use of tobacco;  
in these cases, quoted policy excerpts are included as notes.

‡  Designates that the link to a source available online is provided in the Supplement to Appendix A.
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Appendix A
Overview of Tobacco Policies in U.S. State Correctional Facilities (continued)

State Law or policy
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Delaware Del. Dep’t of Corr. 
Policy 8.51.‡

✔ 4/21/10 ■■ Each facility manager may designate outdoor areas for employee smoking. The designated 
smoking areas must be at least 20 feet from any entrance.

■■ State funds may not be spent on creating gazeboes or other structures for smoking areas.

Florida* Tobacco-free policy in 
all facilities. See Fla. 
Dep’t of Corr. Tobacco 
Cessation Initiative.‡

✔ 10/1/11 ■■ *Death row inmates are permitted to possess and use specified quantities of smokeless tobacco.
■■ *The Fla. Dep’t of Corr. has introduced an employee exception to the newly implemented 

tobacco-free policy in response to the efforts of the correctional officers’ union.  Wardens are 
charged with designating outdoor areas for employee smoking that should not be within the 
plain view of inmates.  See “Florida inmates still can’t smoke, but now prison officials can.”‡

■■ Tobacco products are no longer available for sale in prison commissaries, effective 9/2/2011.

Georgia Tobacco-free policy in 
all facilities. See Ga. 
Dep’t of Corr. Tobacco-
Free Initiative.‡

✔ 12/1/10 ■■ A majority of county jails in Georgia are smoke-free. According to Dep’t of Corr. Comm’r 
Brian Owens, inmates “were getting off tobacco in the county jails and then getting back 
on it when they came into the state system.” See “Georgia prisons ordered to kick smoking 
habit.”‡

Hawaii Haw. Dep’t of Pub. 
Safety Corr. Admin. 
Policy COR.01.22‡

✔ 3/9/10 ■■ Hawaii adopted resolution HR88 HD1 calling for its state Dep’t of Pub. Safety and Dep’t 
of Human Servs. to develop a plan to prohibit smoking in prisons by 2011.‡

Idaho^ Idaho Dep’t of Corr. 
Policy 104‡

✔ 11/1/96 ■■ Policy applies on all properties, or in work situations owned, leased, rented or operated by 
the department.

■■ Non-departmental personnel within the defined environment are subject to this policy.
■■ ^American Indians are permitted to smoke substances in their religious activities, including 

kinnikinnik (or bear berry), cedar, sage, and sweetgrass. Tobacco consumption is, however, 
characterized as a “prohibited religious activity.” See Idaho Dep’t of Corr. Policy 403.‡

Illinois 410 Ill. Comp. Stat. 82/35 
(2011) (Smoke Free 
Illinois Act; no exemption 
for correctional facilities)‡

✔ 1/1/08 ■■ Prison workers may smoke in outdoor areas during their breaks.

Indiana Ind. Dep’t of Corr. 
Ethics and Standards of 
Conduct‡

✔ 2011 ■■ Community re-entry centers and the Department’s four stand-alone Level 1 facilities (Chain 
O’ Lakes, Edinburgh, Henryville, and Plainfield Re-Educational Facility) are exempt.

Iowa Iowa Dep’t of Corr. 
Policy and Proc.  
AD-GA-15 (policy 
available upon request)

✔ 8/1/11 ■■ The Iowa Dep’t of Corr. implemented a tobacco-free policy despite being exempted from a 
statewide smoke-free law.  See “Iowa’s prisons ban smoking.”‡ 

■■ Offenders may not use or possess tobacco in any institution.
■■ Designated staff smoking areas must be outside the secured perimeter and more than 50 

feet from building entrances.
Note: Alaska, Connecticut, Delaware, Hawaii, Rhode Island & Vermont have integrated systems  
that combine jails and prisons.
*  Designates a limited exception to the state prison authority’s tobacco policy.

^  Designates a policy containing language relating to the religious or ceremonial use of tobacco;  
in these cases, quoted policy excerpts are included as notes.

‡  Designates that the link to a source available online is provided in the Supplement to Appendix A.
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Appendix A
Overview of Tobacco Policies in U.S. State Correctional Facilities (continued)
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Kansas*^ Kan. Dep’t of Corr. 
Internal Mgmt. Policy 
and Proc. 09-107‡ 

✔ 3/17/03 ■■ *“Persons in non-correctional facility offices may have tobacco and/or tobacco related 
products in their possession, but may not consume or openly display such products while on 
the premises where the office is located.”

■■ ^“An exception to the tobacco-free environment shall be in effect for religious activities as 
outlined below: 
1. Tobaccos (sic) and/or tobacco mixtures shall be allowed in specified amounts in 
accordance … 4. Use of tobacco during religious activities shall be limited to inmates who 
are participating in their designated primary religion. 5. Religious use of tobacco or tobacco 
substitutes shall not be allowed in any building.”

Kentucky* Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 
61.165 (2011) (Smoking 
policy for governmental 
office buildings or 
workplaces and 
postsecondary education 
institutions)‡

✔ 3/1/2012 ■■ *Policy does not apply to the state’s only maximum security corrections facility, Kentucky 
State Penitentiary at Eddyville.

■■ *Kentucky has two types of tobacco policies in its 16 state prisons: indoor smoke-free 
policies (smoking allowed outdoors) and tobacco-free policies (no tobacco of any kind 
allowed on the grounds of the prison).

Louisiana La. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 
40:1300.256 (2011) 
(Louisiana Smoke Free 
Air Act; General smoking 
prohibitions, exemptions)‡

✔ 8/15/09 ■■ Smoking inside public buildings and places of employment operated by the La. Dep’t 
of Corr., including work-release centers, is prohibited. See “Prison inmates, visitors, staff 
banned from smoking in lockups starting Aug. 15.”‡

■■ Prison commissaries sell cigarettes (for outdoor use), smokeless tobacco products (for 
indoor/outdoor use), and some tobacco use cessation aids.  See “Prison smoking ban.”‡

Maine Me. Dep’t of Corr. 
Smoking Policy not 
publicly available, but 
see Me. Dep’t of Health 
and Human Servs. 
Admin. Reg. 10-144 
Ch. 250 (2011) (Rules 
Relating to Smoking in 
the Workplace).‡

✔ 1/28/90 ■■ Inmates and visitors are prohibited from tobacco use; see Visiting a Prisoner at Maine State 
Prison.1

■■ Employees may only smoke outdoors, at least 20 feet from entryways, vents, and doorways, 
and not in a location that allows smoke to circulate back into the building.‡ 

Maryland Md. Code Regs. 10-19-
04 (2011) (Prohibition of 
Smoking in Indoor Areas 
open to the Public)‡

✔ 2/1/08 ■■ Tobacco is considered contraband in all state prisons. See “Stepped-up Contraband Effort 
Leads to a Number of Recent Arrests.”‡ 

Note: Alaska, Connecticut, Delaware, Hawaii, Rhode Island & Vermont have integrated systems  
that combine jails and prisons.
*  Designates a limited exception to the state prison authority’s tobacco policy.

^  Designates a policy containing language relating to the religious or ceremonial use of tobacco;  
in these cases, quoted policy excerpts are included as notes.

‡  Designates that the link to a source available online is provided in the Supplement to Appendix A.
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Appendix A
Overview of Tobacco Policies in U.S. State Correctional Facilities (continued)
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Kansas*^ Kan. Dep’t of Corr. 
Internal Mgmt. Policy 
and Proc. 09-107‡ 

✔ 3/17/03 ■■ *“Persons in non-correctional facility offices may have tobacco and/or tobacco related 
products in their possession, but may not consume or openly display such products while on 
the premises where the office is located.”

■■ ^“An exception to the tobacco-free environment shall be in effect for religious activities as 
outlined below: 
1. Tobaccos (sic) and/or tobacco mixtures shall be allowed in specified amounts in 
accordance … 4. Use of tobacco during religious activities shall be limited to inmates who 
are participating in their designated primary religion. 5. Religious use of tobacco or tobacco 
substitutes shall not be allowed in any building.”

Kentucky* Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 
61.165 (2011) (Smoking 
policy for governmental 
office buildings or 
workplaces and 
postsecondary education 
institutions)‡

✔ 3/1/2012 ■■ *Policy does not apply to the state’s only maximum security corrections facility, Kentucky 
State Penitentiary at Eddyville.

■■ *Kentucky has two types of tobacco policies in its 16 state prisons: indoor smoke-free 
policies (smoking allowed outdoors) and tobacco-free policies (no tobacco of any kind 
allowed on the grounds of the prison).

Louisiana La. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 
40:1300.256 (2011) 
(Louisiana Smoke Free 
Air Act; General smoking 
prohibitions, exemptions)‡

✔ 8/15/09 ■■ Smoking inside public buildings and places of employment operated by the La. Dep’t 
of Corr., including work-release centers, is prohibited. See “Prison inmates, visitors, staff 
banned from smoking in lockups starting Aug. 15.”‡

■■ Prison commissaries sell cigarettes (for outdoor use), smokeless tobacco products (for 
indoor/outdoor use), and some tobacco use cessation aids.  See “Prison smoking ban.”‡

Maine Me. Dep’t of Corr. 
Smoking Policy not 
publicly available, but 
see Me. Dep’t of Health 
and Human Servs. 
Admin. Reg. 10-144 
Ch. 250 (2011) (Rules 
Relating to Smoking in 
the Workplace).‡

✔ 1/28/90 ■■ Inmates and visitors are prohibited from tobacco use; see Visiting a Prisoner at Maine State 
Prison.1

■■ Employees may only smoke outdoors, at least 20 feet from entryways, vents, and doorways, 
and not in a location that allows smoke to circulate back into the building.‡ 

Maryland Md. Code Regs. 10-19-
04 (2011) (Prohibition of 
Smoking in Indoor Areas 
open to the Public)‡

✔ 2/1/08 ■■ Tobacco is considered contraband in all state prisons. See “Stepped-up Contraband Effort 
Leads to a Number of Recent Arrests.”‡ 

Note: Alaska, Connecticut, Delaware, Hawaii, Rhode Island & Vermont have integrated systems  
that combine jails and prisons.
*  Designates a limited exception to the state prison authority’s tobacco policy.

^  Designates a policy containing language relating to the religious or ceremonial use of tobacco;  
in these cases, quoted policy excerpts are included as notes.

‡  Designates that the link to a source available online is provided in the Supplement to Appendix A.
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Appendix A
Overview of Tobacco Policies in U.S. State Correctional Facilities (continued)
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Massachusetts Mass. Dep’t of Corr. 
Employee Smoking 
Policy 103 DOC 203‡; 
Mass. Dep’t of Corr. 
Inmate Smoking Policy 
103-DOC-444‡

✔ 11/16/09 
(staff ); 
1/15/98

■■ All visitors, including inmate visitors and institutional visitors (such as vendors, contractors, 
and volunteers) are informed of the Mass. Dep’t of Corr. “prohibition of tobacco and 
tobacco related products.” See 103 Mass. Code Regs. 483.00 (2011).‡

■■ The policy does not apply to the use of tobacco products “while entering or exiting a 
parking lot.”

Michigan Mich. Dep’t of Corr. 
Policy Dir. 01.03.140.‡

✔ 3/14/11 ■■ “Offenders are prohibited from possessing tobacco products except in areas designated 
by the Warden or TRRP facility Supervisor for group religious ceremonies or activities 
conducted pursuant to PD 05.03.150 ‘Religious Beliefs and Practices of Prisoners.’”

■■ Due to the similarity in appearance of electronic or vaporizer cigarettes and other non-
tobacco cigarettes (for example, herbal cigarettes) to tobacco cigarettes, as well as the 
appearance of impropriety when used, the use and possession of these items by employees 
are restricted in the same way as tobacco products.

Minnesota^ Minn. Dep’t of Corr. 
Policy 103.200‡

✔ 5/4/10 ■■ ^“This policy does not prohibit the possession or use of tobacco or a tobacco-related device 
as part of a traditional Indian spiritual or cultural ceremony.” Inmates at Level 4 and above 
facilities may use tobacco once a week; inmates at Level 3 and below facilities may use 
tobacco more than once a week.

Mississippi* While the policy is not 
yet publicly available, 
implementation of a 
100% tobacco-free policy 
has been scheduled. 
See “MDOC is going 
tobacco free.”‡

6/30/12 ■■ *Policy implementation is scheduled for summer 2012. 
■■ Tobacco products will not be available for purchase in prison commissaries after the 

tobacco-free policy takes effect.

Missouri Two bills (HB 445 
and SB 289) were 
introduced during the 
2011 Mo. Legis. Sess. 
that would require the 
implementation of 
tobacco-free policies in 
state correctional facilities; 
these bills were referred to 
committee and have not 
been voted upon.‡

✔ ■■ The Missouri Clean Indoor Air Act allows for the designation of indoor smoking areas at 
places of employment. See Mo. Rev. Stat. § 191.767 (2011).‡

■■ Smoking by staff and inmates is currently allowed. The extent to which this is regulated 
varies by facility. 

■■ Visitors are not permitted to possess or use tobacco on prison premises. 
■■ Tobacco products are available for purchase in prison commissaries.

Note: Alaska, Connecticut, Delaware, Hawaii, Rhode Island & Vermont have integrated systems  
that combine jails and prisons.
*  Designates a limited exception to the state prison authority’s tobacco policy.

^  Designates a policy containing language relating to the religious or ceremonial use of tobacco;  
in these cases, quoted policy excerpts are included as notes.

‡  Designates that the link to a source available online is provided in the Supplement to Appendix A.
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Appendix A
Overview of Tobacco Policies in U.S. State Correctional Facilities (continued)
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Massachusetts Mass. Dep’t of Corr. 
Employee Smoking 
Policy 103 DOC 203‡; 
Mass. Dep’t of Corr. 
Inmate Smoking Policy 
103-DOC-444‡

✔ 11/16/09 
(staff ); 
1/15/98

■■ All visitors, including inmate visitors and institutional visitors (such as vendors, contractors, 
and volunteers) are informed of the Mass. Dep’t of Corr. “prohibition of tobacco and 
tobacco related products.” See 103 Mass. Code Regs. 483.00 (2011).‡

■■ The policy does not apply to the use of tobacco products “while entering or exiting a 
parking lot.”

Michigan Mich. Dep’t of Corr. 
Policy Dir. 01.03.140.‡

✔ 3/14/11 ■■ “Offenders are prohibited from possessing tobacco products except in areas designated 
by the Warden or TRRP facility Supervisor for group religious ceremonies or activities 
conducted pursuant to PD 05.03.150 ‘Religious Beliefs and Practices of Prisoners.’”

■■ Due to the similarity in appearance of electronic or vaporizer cigarettes and other non-
tobacco cigarettes (for example, herbal cigarettes) to tobacco cigarettes, as well as the 
appearance of impropriety when used, the use and possession of these items by employees 
are restricted in the same way as tobacco products.

Minnesota^ Minn. Dep’t of Corr. 
Policy 103.200‡

✔ 5/4/10 ■■ ^“This policy does not prohibit the possession or use of tobacco or a tobacco-related device 
as part of a traditional Indian spiritual or cultural ceremony.” Inmates at Level 4 and above 
facilities may use tobacco once a week; inmates at Level 3 and below facilities may use 
tobacco more than once a week.

Mississippi* While the policy is not 
yet publicly available, 
implementation of a 
100% tobacco-free policy 
has been scheduled. 
See “MDOC is going 
tobacco free.”‡

6/30/12 ■■ *Policy implementation is scheduled for summer 2012. 
■■ Tobacco products will not be available for purchase in prison commissaries after the 

tobacco-free policy takes effect.

Missouri Two bills (HB 445 
and SB 289) were 
introduced during the 
2011 Mo. Legis. Sess. 
that would require the 
implementation of 
tobacco-free policies in 
state correctional facilities; 
these bills were referred to 
committee and have not 
been voted upon.‡

✔ ■■ The Missouri Clean Indoor Air Act allows for the designation of indoor smoking areas at 
places of employment. See Mo. Rev. Stat. § 191.767 (2011).‡

■■ Smoking by staff and inmates is currently allowed. The extent to which this is regulated 
varies by facility. 

■■ Visitors are not permitted to possess or use tobacco on prison premises. 
■■ Tobacco products are available for purchase in prison commissaries.

Note: Alaska, Connecticut, Delaware, Hawaii, Rhode Island & Vermont have integrated systems  
that combine jails and prisons.
*  Designates a limited exception to the state prison authority’s tobacco policy.

^  Designates a policy containing language relating to the religious or ceremonial use of tobacco;  
in these cases, quoted policy excerpts are included as notes.

‡  Designates that the link to a source available online is provided in the Supplement to Appendix A.
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Appendix A
Overview of Tobacco Policies in U.S. State Correctional Facilities (continued)
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Montana^ Mont. Dep’t of Corr. 
Policy Dir. DOC 3.4.3‡

✔ ✔ 1/1/98; 
revised 
7/1/08

■■ Policy also applies to the use of “tobacco substitutes,” defined as “[a]ny product that can be 
construed as tobacco (i.e., mint chew, herbal chew, leaf-based substance).”

■■ ^“Administrators may approve exceptions to tobacco use restrictions for legitimate offender 
spiritual practices in accordance with DOC 5.6.1, Religious Programming and pursuant to 
the American Indian Religious Freedom Act of 1978.”

Nebraska*^ Nebr. Dep’t of Corr. 
Servs. Admin. Reg. 
111.05‡

✔ 8/8/87; 
revised 
9/30/10

■■ Employees are prohibited from using tobacco products on state property. 
■■ *Inmates and visitors at community corrections centers can use and possess tobacco 

products per facility rules.
■■ ^Chinshasha (Red Willow) is permitted for use in Native American ceremonies, such as the 

Chanupa (Pipe Ceremony), and the making of Prayer Ties. Tobacco is prohibited. See Nebr. 
Dep’t of Corr. Servs. Admin. Reg. 208.01.‡ 

Nevada Nev. Dep’t of Corr.  
Admin. Reg. 115‡

✔ 5/20/10 ■■ Inmates working at outside facilities or for other agencies must comply with Nev. Dep’t of 
Corr. restrictions regarding the use of tobacco products by inmates.

New 
Hampshire*

N.H. Dep’t of Corr. 
Health Servs. policy and 
Proc. Dir. 6.09‡

✔ 6/15/07 ■■ Employees may consume tobacco products privately in personal vehicles; products must be 
subsequently secured in personal vehicles. 

■■ *Tobacco policies at community corrections centers vary by facility (outdoor use permitted 
at some facilities).

New Jersey Some indoor smoking 
is still allowed by both 
inmates and employees.‡

3/1994 ■■ Inmates may smoke in single-occupancy cells in close custody housing and in designated 
outdoor areas.

■■ Officers may smoke in the institutional towers, in state-owned vehicles if only the driver is 
present, and in designated outdoor areas.

New Mexico*^ N.M. Corr. Dep’t Dir. 
CD-160400‡

✔ ✔ 8/23/02; 
revised 
4/27/11

■■ *Tobacco use is permitted inside and within the confines of a private residence or personal 
vehicle on prison facility grounds with the permission of the legal occupant of the private 
residence or vehicle.

■■ ^Native American inmates will be allowed to smoke during approved ceremonial events as 
allowed by policy CD-101100, CD-101101 and CD-143001. 

New York^ An indoor smoke-free 
policy was established 
over ten years ago, 
although the policy is 
not publicly available.

✔ 1/1/01 ■■ The New York State Clean Indoor Air Act requires designated workplace smoking areas to 
be further than 25 feet from building entrances. See “An Orientation to Employment in the 
Empire State.”‡

■■ ^A Native American inmate may be permitted to possess a small medicine bag “containing 
small amounts of natural objects … including sacred tobacco.” However, in keeping with 
the Department’s smoke-free policy, “only non-tobacco substances consisting of sweetgrass 
or kinnick-kinnick (obtained from an approved commercial vendor) may be used for 
smoking.” See N.Y. Dep’t of Corr. Servs. Religious Programs and Practices Dir. 4202.‡

Note: Alaska, Connecticut, Delaware, Hawaii, Rhode Island & Vermont have integrated systems  
that combine jails and prisons.
*  Designates a limited exception to the state prison authority’s tobacco policy.

^  Designates a policy containing language relating to the religious or ceremonial use of tobacco;  
in these cases, quoted policy excerpts are included as notes.

‡  Designates that the link to a source available online is provided in the Supplement to Appendix A.
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Appendix A
Overview of Tobacco Policies in U.S. State Correctional Facilities (continued)

State Law or policy
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free 
(indoors 
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outdoors)
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indoors

Smoke-
free 

indoors Other
Effective 

date Notes

Montana^ Mont. Dep’t of Corr. 
Policy Dir. DOC 3.4.3‡

✔ ✔ 1/1/98; 
revised 
7/1/08

■■ Policy also applies to the use of “tobacco substitutes,” defined as “[a]ny product that can be 
construed as tobacco (i.e., mint chew, herbal chew, leaf-based substance).”

■■ ^“Administrators may approve exceptions to tobacco use restrictions for legitimate offender 
spiritual practices in accordance with DOC 5.6.1, Religious Programming and pursuant to 
the American Indian Religious Freedom Act of 1978.”

Nebraska*^ Nebr. Dep’t of Corr. 
Servs. Admin. Reg. 
111.05‡

✔ 8/8/87; 
revised 
9/30/10

■■ Employees are prohibited from using tobacco products on state property. 
■■ *Inmates and visitors at community corrections centers can use and possess tobacco 

products per facility rules.
■■ ^Chinshasha (Red Willow) is permitted for use in Native American ceremonies, such as the 

Chanupa (Pipe Ceremony), and the making of Prayer Ties. Tobacco is prohibited. See Nebr. 
Dep’t of Corr. Servs. Admin. Reg. 208.01.‡ 

Nevada Nev. Dep’t of Corr.  
Admin. Reg. 115‡

✔ 5/20/10 ■■ Inmates working at outside facilities or for other agencies must comply with Nev. Dep’t of 
Corr. restrictions regarding the use of tobacco products by inmates.

New 
Hampshire*

N.H. Dep’t of Corr. 
Health Servs. policy and 
Proc. Dir. 6.09‡

✔ 6/15/07 ■■ Employees may consume tobacco products privately in personal vehicles; products must be 
subsequently secured in personal vehicles. 

■■ *Tobacco policies at community corrections centers vary by facility (outdoor use permitted 
at some facilities).

New Jersey Some indoor smoking 
is still allowed by both 
inmates and employees.‡

3/1994 ■■ Inmates may smoke in single-occupancy cells in close custody housing and in designated 
outdoor areas.

■■ Officers may smoke in the institutional towers, in state-owned vehicles if only the driver is 
present, and in designated outdoor areas.

New Mexico*^ N.M. Corr. Dep’t Dir. 
CD-160400‡

✔ ✔ 8/23/02; 
revised 
4/27/11

■■ *Tobacco use is permitted inside and within the confines of a private residence or personal 
vehicle on prison facility grounds with the permission of the legal occupant of the private 
residence or vehicle.

■■ ^Native American inmates will be allowed to smoke during approved ceremonial events as 
allowed by policy CD-101100, CD-101101 and CD-143001. 

New York^ An indoor smoke-free 
policy was established 
over ten years ago, 
although the policy is 
not publicly available.

✔ 1/1/01 ■■ The New York State Clean Indoor Air Act requires designated workplace smoking areas to 
be further than 25 feet from building entrances. See “An Orientation to Employment in the 
Empire State.”‡

■■ ^A Native American inmate may be permitted to possess a small medicine bag “containing 
small amounts of natural objects … including sacred tobacco.” However, in keeping with 
the Department’s smoke-free policy, “only non-tobacco substances consisting of sweetgrass 
or kinnick-kinnick (obtained from an approved commercial vendor) may be used for 
smoking.” See N.Y. Dep’t of Corr. Servs. Religious Programs and Practices Dir. 4202.‡

Note: Alaska, Connecticut, Delaware, Hawaii, Rhode Island & Vermont have integrated systems  
that combine jails and prisons.
*  Designates a limited exception to the state prison authority’s tobacco policy.

^  Designates a policy containing language relating to the religious or ceremonial use of tobacco;  
in these cases, quoted policy excerpts are included as notes.

‡  Designates that the link to a source available online is provided in the Supplement to Appendix A.
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Appendix A
Overview of Tobacco Policies in U.S. State Correctional Facilities (continued)

State Law or policy
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free 
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and 
outdoors)
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indoors

Smoke-
free 

indoors Other
Effective 

date Notes

North 
Carolina^

N.C. Dep’t of Corr. Div. 
of Prisons Policy and 
Proc. F.2500‡

✔ 12/7/09 ■■ ^“Inmates may not possess or use tobacco products, tobacco-less products, paraphernalia 
or lighting devices except for religious services authorized by the Division’s Chaplaincy 
Services section.” 

North 
Dakota*^

N.D. Cent. Code §  
12-44.1-21.2 (2011)‡

■■ Facilities may establish smoke-free policies.
■■ *Policy applies in city, county, and regional corrections facilities, although a variance can be 

granted to individual facilities.
■■ ^Exception exists for tobacco use associated with religious practices.

Ohio* Ohio Dep’t of Rehab. 
and Corr. Policy  
10-SAF-01‡

✔ 3/1/09 ■■ *Exceptions:
1. Residential staff housing where inmates are not present. 
2. Possession of tobacco product when secured in a locked private vehicle.
3. As specifically authorized by the Managing Officer to meet facility needs.

Oklahoma Okla. Dep’t of Corr. 
Policy OP-150601‡

✔ ✔ 8/1/10 ■■ Effective August 2, 2010, inmates at minimum security prisons were allowed to resume 
smoking on prison grounds (a tobacco-free policy had been implemented in Oklahoma 
prisons in 2004).  

■■ Employees and offenders assigned to community corrections may possess and use tobacco 
products, as long as they use the tobacco products in a designated area.

Oregon^ Or. Dep’t of Corr. 
Operations Div. Health 
Servs. Sec. Policy and 
Proc. #P-F-03‡

✔ 10/2008 ■■ ^“An inmate whose religious expression includes odor or smoking producing substances (e.g., 
tobacco, sage, sweet grass, and incense) may be authorized to burn small amounts of these 
substances as part of an approved religious activity and in a manner consistent with facility 
security, safety, health and order.” See Or. Dep’t of Corr. Div. 143 Admin. Rule 291-143-0080.‡

Pennsylvania Pa. Dep’t of Corr. Policy 
1.1.7‡

✔ 9/11/08 ■■ Except at tobacco-free facilities, smoking is permitted at designated outdoor locations.  
Proper disposal receptacles must be used.

Rhode Island R.I. Dep’t of Corr. 
Smoking and Tobacco 
Reg. 8.08A-DOC (not 
publicly available). But 
see R.I. Dep’t of Corr. 
Policy and Proc.  
24-03.3-DOC.‡

✔ 5/14/07 ■■ All use of tobacco products is prohibited within any and all buildings and property under 
the control of R.I. Dep’t of Corr. 

Note: Alaska, Connecticut, Delaware, Hawaii, Rhode Island & Vermont have integrated systems  
that combine jails and prisons.
*  Designates a limited exception to the state prison authority’s tobacco policy.

^  Designates a policy containing language relating to the religious or ceremonial use of tobacco;  
in these cases, quoted policy excerpts are included as notes.

‡  Designates that the link to a source available online is provided in the Supplement to Appendix A.
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Appendix A
Overview of Tobacco Policies in U.S. State Correctional Facilities (continued)
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North 
Carolina^

N.C. Dep’t of Corr. Div. 
of Prisons Policy and 
Proc. F.2500‡

✔ 12/7/09 ■■ ^“Inmates may not possess or use tobacco products, tobacco-less products, paraphernalia 
or lighting devices except for religious services authorized by the Division’s Chaplaincy 
Services section.” 

North 
Dakota*^

N.D. Cent. Code §  
12-44.1-21.2 (2011)‡

■■ Facilities may establish smoke-free policies.
■■ *Policy applies in city, county, and regional corrections facilities, although a variance can be 

granted to individual facilities.
■■ ^Exception exists for tobacco use associated with religious practices.

Ohio* Ohio Dep’t of Rehab. 
and Corr. Policy  
10-SAF-01‡

✔ 3/1/09 ■■ *Exceptions:
1. Residential staff housing where inmates are not present. 
2. Possession of tobacco product when secured in a locked private vehicle.
3. As specifically authorized by the Managing Officer to meet facility needs.

Oklahoma Okla. Dep’t of Corr. 
Policy OP-150601‡

✔ ✔ 8/1/10 ■■ Effective August 2, 2010, inmates at minimum security prisons were allowed to resume 
smoking on prison grounds (a tobacco-free policy had been implemented in Oklahoma 
prisons in 2004).  

■■ Employees and offenders assigned to community corrections may possess and use tobacco 
products, as long as they use the tobacco products in a designated area.

Oregon^ Or. Dep’t of Corr. 
Operations Div. Health 
Servs. Sec. Policy and 
Proc. #P-F-03‡

✔ 10/2008 ■■ ^“An inmate whose religious expression includes odor or smoking producing substances (e.g., 
tobacco, sage, sweet grass, and incense) may be authorized to burn small amounts of these 
substances as part of an approved religious activity and in a manner consistent with facility 
security, safety, health and order.” See Or. Dep’t of Corr. Div. 143 Admin. Rule 291-143-0080.‡

Pennsylvania Pa. Dep’t of Corr. Policy 
1.1.7‡

✔ 9/11/08 ■■ Except at tobacco-free facilities, smoking is permitted at designated outdoor locations.  
Proper disposal receptacles must be used.

Rhode Island R.I. Dep’t of Corr. 
Smoking and Tobacco 
Reg. 8.08A-DOC (not 
publicly available). But 
see R.I. Dep’t of Corr. 
Policy and Proc.  
24-03.3-DOC.‡

✔ 5/14/07 ■■ All use of tobacco products is prohibited within any and all buildings and property under 
the control of R.I. Dep’t of Corr. 

Note: Alaska, Connecticut, Delaware, Hawaii, Rhode Island & Vermont have integrated systems  
that combine jails and prisons.
*  Designates a limited exception to the state prison authority’s tobacco policy.

^  Designates a policy containing language relating to the religious or ceremonial use of tobacco;  
in these cases, quoted policy excerpts are included as notes.

‡  Designates that the link to a source available online is provided in the Supplement to Appendix A.
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Appendix A
Overview of Tobacco Policies in U.S. State Correctional Facilities (continued)
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South 
Carolina

Tobacco is considered 
contraband. See S.C. 
Dep’t of Corr. Visitor 
Rules.‡

✔ 1/1/08 ■■ Tobacco, tobacco related products, paraphernalia or lighting devices are not allowed in any 
buildings or on any property belonging to the S.C. Dep’t of Corr.

■■ Implementation of the South Carolina Dep’t of Corr. tobacco-free policy was prompted by 
the prison system’s loss of a 2005 lawsuit to an asthmatic man who claimed his rights were 
violated when he was exposed to secondhand cigarette smoke.  See “South Carolina Prisons 
Get A ‘Fresh Start’ With Tobacco-Free Policy.”‡

South Dakota Tobacco is considered 
contraband. See S.D. 
Dep’t of Corr. Frequent 
Questions: Inmate 
Property.‡

✔ 12/2000 ■■ Formerly, an exception existed for tobacco use associated with religious ceremonies. Because 
some tobacco designated for ritual use was misused in prison bartering, this exemption no 
longer exists.

Tennessee Tobacco is considered 
contraband. See Inmate 
Rulebook.‡ 

✔ 7/2007 ■■ The Tenn. Dep’t of Corr. policy is consistent with Tenn. Code Ann. § 39-17-1803 (2011) 
(Non-smoker Protection Act).‡

Texas 37 Tex. Admin. Code 
§151.25 (2011).‡

✔ 10/13/97; 
revised 
10/7/07

■■ “Designated outdoor tobacco areas shall be at a sufficient distance from any place at which 
employees regularly perform duties to ensure that no employee who abstains from the use of 
tobacco products is physically affected by the use of tobacco products at the designated areas.”

■■ “Tobacco use in the designated areas shall not negatively affect the comfort or safety of any 
employee, visitor or offender.” 

■■ “Employees shall be permitted to use tobacco products during their work hours while on 
break and during their lunch period.”

Utah Tobacco is considered 
contraband. See Utah 
Dep’t of Corr. Inmate 
Friends and Family 
Orientation Booklet.‡

✔ 11/1/07 ■■ The Utah Dep’t of Corr. policy is consistent with Utah Code Ann. § 26-38-1 (2011) (Utah 
Indoor Clean Air Act).‡

Vermont Vt. Agency of Human 
Servs. Dep’t of Corr. Dir. 
#408.02‡

✔ 1/5/04 ■■ The Department will not permit any tobacco and tobacco-related products within the 
secure perimeter of its buildings or on the secured grounds of its correctional centers and in 
its state vehicles.

■■ Tobacco products have not been available for sale in prison commissaries since 12/14/03.
■■ Correctional Facility Superintendents are responsible for ensuring that any and all employee 

break practices conform to the tobacco-free policy and do not conflict with the required 
amount of daily work hours. 

Note: Alaska, Connecticut, Delaware, Hawaii, Rhode Island & Vermont have integrated systems  
that combine jails and prisons.
*  Designates a limited exception to the state prison authority’s tobacco policy.

^  Designates a policy containing language relating to the religious or ceremonial use of tobacco;  
in these cases, quoted policy excerpts are included as notes.

‡  Designates that the link to a source available online is provided in the Supplement to Appendix A.
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Appendix A
Overview of Tobacco Policies in U.S. State Correctional Facilities (continued)
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South 
Carolina

Tobacco is considered 
contraband. See S.C. 
Dep’t of Corr. Visitor 
Rules.‡

✔ 1/1/08 ■■ Tobacco, tobacco related products, paraphernalia or lighting devices are not allowed in any 
buildings or on any property belonging to the S.C. Dep’t of Corr.

■■ Implementation of the South Carolina Dep’t of Corr. tobacco-free policy was prompted by 
the prison system’s loss of a 2005 lawsuit to an asthmatic man who claimed his rights were 
violated when he was exposed to secondhand cigarette smoke.  See “South Carolina Prisons 
Get A ‘Fresh Start’ With Tobacco-Free Policy.”‡

South Dakota Tobacco is considered 
contraband. See S.D. 
Dep’t of Corr. Frequent 
Questions: Inmate 
Property.‡

✔ 12/2000 ■■ Formerly, an exception existed for tobacco use associated with religious ceremonies. Because 
some tobacco designated for ritual use was misused in prison bartering, this exemption no 
longer exists.

Tennessee Tobacco is considered 
contraband. See Inmate 
Rulebook.‡ 

✔ 7/2007 ■■ The Tenn. Dep’t of Corr. policy is consistent with Tenn. Code Ann. § 39-17-1803 (2011) 
(Non-smoker Protection Act).‡

Texas 37 Tex. Admin. Code 
§151.25 (2011).‡

✔ 10/13/97; 
revised 
10/7/07

■■ “Designated outdoor tobacco areas shall be at a sufficient distance from any place at which 
employees regularly perform duties to ensure that no employee who abstains from the use of 
tobacco products is physically affected by the use of tobacco products at the designated areas.”

■■ “Tobacco use in the designated areas shall not negatively affect the comfort or safety of any 
employee, visitor or offender.” 

■■ “Employees shall be permitted to use tobacco products during their work hours while on 
break and during their lunch period.”

Utah Tobacco is considered 
contraband. See Utah 
Dep’t of Corr. Inmate 
Friends and Family 
Orientation Booklet.‡

✔ 11/1/07 ■■ The Utah Dep’t of Corr. policy is consistent with Utah Code Ann. § 26-38-1 (2011) (Utah 
Indoor Clean Air Act).‡

Vermont Vt. Agency of Human 
Servs. Dep’t of Corr. Dir. 
#408.02‡

✔ 1/5/04 ■■ The Department will not permit any tobacco and tobacco-related products within the 
secure perimeter of its buildings or on the secured grounds of its correctional centers and in 
its state vehicles.

■■ Tobacco products have not been available for sale in prison commissaries since 12/14/03.
■■ Correctional Facility Superintendents are responsible for ensuring that any and all employee 

break practices conform to the tobacco-free policy and do not conflict with the required 
amount of daily work hours. 

Note: Alaska, Connecticut, Delaware, Hawaii, Rhode Island & Vermont have integrated systems  
that combine jails and prisons.
*  Designates a limited exception to the state prison authority’s tobacco policy.

^  Designates a policy containing language relating to the religious or ceremonial use of tobacco;  
in these cases, quoted policy excerpts are included as notes.

‡  Designates that the link to a source available online is provided in the Supplement to Appendix A.
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Appendix A
Overview of Tobacco Policies in U.S. State Correctional Facilities (continued)
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Virginia Tobacco is considered 
contraband. See Va. 
Dep’t of Corr. Operating 
Proc. 802.1.‡ 

✔ 2/1/10 ■■ Tobacco-free policy implemented despite correctional facility exemption from statewide 
smoke-free law. See Va. Code Ann. § 15.2-2820 (2011) (Virginia Indoor Clean Air Act).‡ 

Washington*^ Wash. Dep’t of Corr. 
DOC 190.500‡

✔ 1/1/89; 
revised 
3/18/11

■■ *Policy is not applicable to staff residences at McNeil Island Corr. Ctr. or Wash. State 
Penitentiary. The Appointing Auth. may designate these residences smoke-free as they 
become vacant and before staff assume occupancy.

■■ ^“Offenders may have access to . . . [s]moke producing substances for religious practices and 
religious group use as authorized by DOC 560.200 Religious Program.”

West Virginia Tobacco policies vary 
among facilities.

■■ Facilities administered by the W.Va. Regional Jail and Corr. Facility Auth. are tobacco-free.
■■ Facilities administered by the W. Va. Dep’t of Corr. are not smoke-free.  See “Smoking 

Regulations in West Virginia.”‡

Wisconsin Smoking is specifically 
prohibited in the 
enclosed places and 
outdoor areas of 
correctional facilities 
per Wis. Stat. Ann. § 
101.123 (2011).‡

✔ 7/5/10 ■■ Facilities may establish more extensive tobacco-free policies; see, e.g., Sanger B. Powers 
Correctional Facility Center Restrictions.‡

Wyoming*^ Wyo. Dep’t of Corr. 
Policy and Proc. # 1.016‡

✔ 5/1/11 ■■ *Adult community corrections facilities are encouraged to adopt policies restricting or 
prohibiting tobacco usage.

■■ ^“For religious activities involving the use of tobacco, tobacco related materials, or tobacco 
substitutes, shall be governed by WDOC Policy & Procedure #5.600, Inmate Religious 
Activities. The use of kinnikinnick, but not tobacco, may be approved for religious 
expression as allowed by WDOC Policy & Procedure #5.600.”

Note: Alaska, Connecticut, Delaware, Hawaii, Rhode Island & Vermont have integrated systems  
that combine jails and prisons.
*  Designates a limited exception to the state prison authority’s tobacco policy.

^  Designates a policy containing language relating to the religious or ceremonial use of tobacco;  
in these cases, quoted policy excerpts are included as notes.

‡  Designates that the link to a source available online is provided in the Supplement to Appendix A.
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Appendix A
Overview of Tobacco Policies in U.S. State Correctional Facilities (continued)
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Virginia Tobacco is considered 
contraband. See Va. 
Dep’t of Corr. Operating 
Proc. 802.1.‡ 

✔ 2/1/10 ■■ Tobacco-free policy implemented despite correctional facility exemption from statewide 
smoke-free law. See Va. Code Ann. § 15.2-2820 (2011) (Virginia Indoor Clean Air Act).‡ 

Washington*^ Wash. Dep’t of Corr. 
DOC 190.500‡

✔ 1/1/89; 
revised 
3/18/11

■■ *Policy is not applicable to staff residences at McNeil Island Corr. Ctr. or Wash. State 
Penitentiary. The Appointing Auth. may designate these residences smoke-free as they 
become vacant and before staff assume occupancy.

■■ ^“Offenders may have access to . . . [s]moke producing substances for religious practices and 
religious group use as authorized by DOC 560.200 Religious Program.”

West Virginia Tobacco policies vary 
among facilities.

■■ Facilities administered by the W.Va. Regional Jail and Corr. Facility Auth. are tobacco-free.
■■ Facilities administered by the W. Va. Dep’t of Corr. are not smoke-free.  See “Smoking 

Regulations in West Virginia.”‡

Wisconsin Smoking is specifically 
prohibited in the 
enclosed places and 
outdoor areas of 
correctional facilities 
per Wis. Stat. Ann. § 
101.123 (2011).‡

✔ 7/5/10 ■■ Facilities may establish more extensive tobacco-free policies; see, e.g., Sanger B. Powers 
Correctional Facility Center Restrictions.‡

Wyoming*^ Wyo. Dep’t of Corr. 
Policy and Proc. # 1.016‡

✔ 5/1/11 ■■ *Adult community corrections facilities are encouraged to adopt policies restricting or 
prohibiting tobacco usage.

■■ ^“For religious activities involving the use of tobacco, tobacco related materials, or tobacco 
substitutes, shall be governed by WDOC Policy & Procedure #5.600, Inmate Religious 
Activities. The use of kinnikinnick, but not tobacco, may be approved for religious 
expression as allowed by WDOC Policy & Procedure #5.600.”

Note: Alaska, Connecticut, Delaware, Hawaii, Rhode Island & Vermont have integrated systems  
that combine jails and prisons.
*  Designates a limited exception to the state prison authority’s tobacco policy.

^  Designates a policy containing language relating to the religious or ceremonial use of tobacco;  
in these cases, quoted policy excerpts are included as notes.

‡  Designates that the link to a source available online is provided in the Supplement to Appendix A.
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Supplement to Appendix A
Web Address Directory of State Correctional Facility Tobacco Policy Materials
Web addresses link directly to policy and procedure statements on state departments of corrections 
websites, to publicly accessible postings of state statues or regulations, or to media reports describing the 
policies used in a particular location. Please note that these web links are accurate as of February 2012.

Alabama:
http://alisondb.legislature.state.al.us/acas/codeofalabama/1975/coatoc.htm
http://alabamaadministrativecode.state.al.us/docs/hlth/420-3-28.pdf
http://www.doc.state.al.us/docs/AnnualRpts/2010AnnualReport.pdf (pg. 22)

Alaska:
http://www.correct.state.ak.us/corrections/pnp/pdf/101.08.pdf

Arizona:
http://www.azcorrections.gov/Policies/100/0109.pdf

Arkansas:
http://adc.arkansas.gov/resources/Documents/adcar_pdf/AR224.pdf

California:
http://www.cdcr.ca.gov/Regulations/Adult_Operations/docs/2011%20Title%2015%20English.pdf 
(pgs. 95-96)

Colorado:
http://www.doc.state.co.us/sites/default/files/ar/0100_04_04152011.pdf

Connecticut:
http://www.ct.gov/doc/LIB/doc/PDF/AD/ad0221.pdf
http://www.ct.gov/doc/LIB/doc/PDF/AD/ad1008.pdf

Delaware:
http://www.doc.delaware.gov/pdfs/policies/policy_8-51.pdf

Florida:
http://www.dc.state.fl.us/secretary/press/2011/04-05tobaccocessation.html
http://www.tampabay.com/news/publicsafety/crime/florida-prison-inmates-cant-smoke-but-now-
correctional-officers-can/1198569

Georgia:
http://www.dcor.state.ga.us/frameset.html?/NewsRoom/Publications/pdf/TobaccoFreeInitiative.pdf
http://www.gainesvilletimes.com/archives/28449/
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Hawaii:
http://hawaii.gov/psd/policies-and-procedures/P-P/3-COR/CORR%20%20P-P%20FINAL/
CHAPTER%201/COR.01.22.pdf
http://www.capitol.hawaii.gov/Archives/measure_indiv_Archives.aspx?billtype=HR&billnumber=88
&year=2008.

Idaho:
http://www.idoc.idaho.gov/sites/default/files/webfm/documents/about_us/policies_and_forms/
policypublic/104.pdf

Illinois:
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/ilcs/ilcs3.asp?ActID=2893&ChapterID=35

Indiana:
www.in.gov/idoc/files/Module_5_-_Ethics_Standards_of_Conduct_-_2011.pptx (slides 27-29)

Iowa:
http://www.kwwl.com/Global/story.asp?S=8299126

Kansas:
http://www.doc.ks.gov/kdoc-policies/impp/chapter-9/09107.pdf

Kentucky:
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/KRS/061-00/165.PDF
http://www.uknowledge.uky.edu/gradschool_diss/22

Louisiana:
http://legis.la.gov/lss/lss.asp?doc=409491
http://www.nola.com/politics/index.ssf/2009/08/prison_inmates_visitors_staff.html
http://www.doc.louisiana.gov/files_v2/cat16/subcat0/114.pdf

Maine:
http://www.maine.gov/sos/cec/rules/10/chaps10.htm
http://www.maine.gov/corrections/Facilities/msp/MSPVisiting.htm
http://www.mainelegislature.org/legis/statutes/22/title22sec1580-A.html

Maryland:
http://ideha.dhmh.maryland.gov/eh/ciaa-regulations.aspx

Massachusetts:
http://www.mass.gov/eopss/docs/doc/policies/203.pdf
http://www.mass.gov/eopss/docs/doc/policies/444.pdf 
http://www.mass.gov/eopss/docs/doc/policies/483.pdf

Michigan:
http://www.michigan.gov/documents/corrections/01_03_140_347834_7.pdf

Minnesota:
http://www.doc.state.mn.us/DocPolicy2/html/DPW_Display_TOC.asp?Opt=103.200.htm
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Mississippi:
http://www.mdoc.state.ms.us/News%20Letters/2011NewsLetters/October2011.pdf (pg. 6)

Missouri:
http://www.moga.mo.gov/statutes/C100-199/1910000767.HTM
http://www.stltoday.com/news/local/govt-and-politics/missouri-lawmaker-seeks-prison-smoking-
ban/article_816d3e3e-3a96-11e0-a8eb-0017a4a78c22.html

Montana:
http://www.cor.mt.gov/content/Resources/Policy/Chapter3/3-4-3.pdf

Nebraska:
http://www.corrections.state.ne.us/pdf/ar/rights/AR%20111.05.pdf
http://www.corrections.state.ne.us/pdf/ar/rights/AR%20208.01.pdf

Nevada:
http://www.doc.nv.gov/sites/doc/files/pdf/AR115.pdf

New Hampshire:
http://www.nh.gov/nhdoc/documents/6-09.pdf

New Jersey:
http://www.njgasp.org/otherlaws.htm#correctional

New Mexico:
http://corrections.state.nm.us/policies/current/CD-160400.pdf

New York:
http://www.goer.ny.gov/Employee_Resources/Orientation/NYSOrientationHandbook2011.pdf (pg. 
21)
http://www.doccs.ny.gov/Directives/4202.pdf

North Carolina:
http://www.doc.state.nc.us/dop/policy_procedure_manual/f2500.pdf

North Dakota:
http://www.nd.gov/docr/county/docs/centurycode.pdf

Ohio:
http://www.drc.ohio.gov/web/drc_policies/documents/10-SAF-01.pdf

Oklahoma:
http://www.doc.state.ok.us/Offtech/op150601.pdf

Oregon:
http://www.oregon.gov/DOC/OPS/HESVC/docs/policies_procedures/Section_F/PF03.pdf?ga=t
http://arcweb.sos.state.or.us/pages/rules/oars_200/oar_291/291_143.html

Pennsylvania:
http://www.cor.state.pa.us/portal/server.pt/community/doc_policies/20643
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Rhode Island:
http://www.doc.ri.gov/administration/policy/policies/24.03-3%20DOC.pdf

South Carolina:
http://www.doc.sc.gov/family/VisitationRules.jsp
http://www.scdhec.gov/health/chcdp/phhsbg/docs/2008/BGSSFinal08_Region3tobacco.pdf

South Dakota:
http://doc.sd.gov/about/faq/property.aspx

Tennessee:
http://www.tn.gov/correction/pdf/502-04.pdf (pg. 16)
http://tennessee.gov/sos/acts/105/pub/pc0410.pdf

Texas:
http://info.sos.state.tx.us/pls/pub/readtac$ext.TacPage?sl=R&app=9&p_dir=&p_rloc=&p_
tloc=&p_ploc=&pg=1&p_tac=&ti=37&pt=6&ch=151&rl=25

Utah:
http://corrections.utah.gov/visitation_facilities/documents/friendsandfamilymanual_001.pdf (pgs. 
5-6)
http://health.utah.gov/tobacco/uicaa-statute.html

Vermont:
http://www.doc.state.vt.us/about/policies/rpd/correctional-services-301-550/401-500-programs-
security-and-supervision/408.02%20Tobacco%20Products%20%281%29010704.pdf

Virginia:
http://www.vadoc.virginia.gov/about/procedures/documents/800/802-1.pdf (pg. 2)
http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?000+cod+15.2-2823

Washington:
http://www.doc.wa.gov/policies/default.aspx

West Virginia:
http://smoking.uslegal.com/smoking-regulations-in-west-virginia/

Wisconsin:
https://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/statutes/statutes/101/I/123
http://www.wi-doc.com/sangerb.htm

Wyoming:
http://doc.state.wy.us/policies/index.html
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Appendix B
Glossary
Community Corrections: The supervision of criminal offenders in the resident population, as 
opposed to confining them in secure correctional facilities. The two main types of community 
corrections supervision are probation and parole. Also referred to as community supervision.

Corrections: Those agencies or facilities concerned with the custody, confinement, supervision, or 
treatment of alleged or adjudicated offenders.

DOC: This refers to the Department of Corrections that oversees the correctional operation of 
state-run prisons and state-run probation services. The DOC is also seen as the agency that develops 
standards and policies for correctional services. 

Incarceration: Detention of a person in jail or prison. In many states, convicted offenders 
sentenced to less than one year are held in a local jail; those sentenced to longer terms are housed in 
a state prison.

Jail: A short-term facility usually administered by a local law enforcement agency, used to hold 
inmates with sentences of less than one year or who are being held pending a trial, awaiting 
sentencing, or awaiting transfer to other facilities after a conviction.

Nicotine: An alkaloid (a nitrogen-containing chemical) made by the tobacco plant or produced 
synthetically. Nicotine has powerful pharmacologic (such as including increased heart rate, heart 
stroke volume, and oxygen consumption by the heart muscle) and psychodynamic effects (such 
as increased alertness and a sense of relaxation). Nicotine is also powerfully addictive. When users 
become habituated to nicotine and then stop using it, they experience the symptoms of withdrawal, 
including an intense craving for nicotine.

Nicotine Replacement Therapy (NRT): Involves the use of any form of smoking cessation aid 
that delivers a measured dose of nicotine to the person using it. Use of NRTs may reduce feelings of 
craving and withdrawal while a person pursues tobacco use cessation.

Parole: Refers to criminal offenders who are conditionally released from prison to serve the 
remaining portion of their sentence in the community. Parolees are typically required to fulfill 
certain conditions and adhere to specific rules of conduct while in the community. Failure to comply 
with any of the conditions can result in a return to incarceration.

Prison: Compared to jail facilities, prisons are longer-term facilities owned by a state or by the 
federal government. Prisons typically hold felons and persons with sentences of more than a year; 
however, the sentence length may vary by state. A small number of facilities are run by private 
prison corporations whose services and beds are contracted out by state or federal governments.

Probation: Refers to adult offenders placed on supervision in the community through a probation 
agency, generally in lieu of incarceration. In many instances, offenders on probation are required to 
fulfill certain conditions of their supervision (e.g., payment of fines, fees or court costs, participation 
in treatment programs) and adhere to specific rules of conduct while in the community. Failure to 
comply with any conditions can result in incarceration.
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Rehabilitation: Removing or remediating presumed causes of crime by providing economic, 
psychological, or socialization assistance to offenders to reduce the likelihood of continuing in crime.

Tobacco Use Cessation: Refers to the process an individual undergoes to discontinue the use of 
tobacco products and overcome a corresponding nicotine addiction. Tobacco use cessation may 
be assisted with the use of nicotine replacement therapies, non-nicotine medications (such as 
Bupropion and Varenicline), and behavior change support (though counseling and support groups).

Tobacco Use Cessation Aids: Refers to a variety of nicotine replacement therapy products available 
for individuals pursuing tobacco use cessation. Available products include the nicotine patch, 
nicotine gum, nicotine lozenges, nicotine inhalers and nicotine nasal spray.

Work Release: Offenders sentenced to a county jail or workhouse who are employed or 
employable, and do not pose a threat to the public safety, the sheriff or jail administrator, are 
occasionally released from the facility so they can continue their employment. The inmates return to 
and remain in the facility at the end of each workday and on weekends. These inmates are generally 
charged a fee to pay the costs of their room and board while on work release.

Sources
http://bjs.ojp.usdoj.gov/index.cfm?ty=tdtp&tid=11
http://plsinfo.org/healthysmc/12/glossary.html
http://www.edjj.org/training/pdf/CM%201-%20History.pdf
http://www.macpo.net/howtospeakcorrections.php
http://www.medicinenet.com/smoking_and_quitting_smoking/glossary.htm
http://www.mayoclinic.com/health/nicotine-dependence/DS00307/DSECTION=treatments-and-
drugs
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Appendix C
Select Resources
American Cancer Society (ACS): The American Cancer Society is a nationwide, community-based 
voluntary health organization dedicated to eliminating cancer as a major health problem.  
http://www.cancer.org/Cancer/CancerCauses/TobaccoCancer/tobacco-related-cancer-fact-sheet

American Heart Association (AHA): The American Heart Association is a national voluntary 
health agency that helps reduce disability and death from cardiovascular diseases and stroke. 

http://www.heart.org/HEARTORG/ 
American Lung Association (ALA): The American Lung Association is a leading organization 
working to save lives by improving lung health and preventing lung disease through education, ad-
vocacy and research.  
http://www.lungusa.org/

American Medical Association (AMA): The American Medical Association strives to promote 
the art and science of medicine and the betterment of public health. The AMA participates in the 
development of tobacco cessation guidelines and provides tools for physicians assisting patients with 
tobacco use cessation, as well as providing information and tools for use by patients.  
http://www.ama-assn.org/

Break Free Alliance: The mission of the Break Free Alliance is to reduce tobacco use among 
populations of low socioeconomic status. Break Free Alliance is a program of the Health Education 
Council and was formerly known as the National Network on Tobacco Prevention and Poverty.  
www.breakfreeallince.org

Health Education Council: The Health Education Council (HEC) is a nonprofit agency focused 
primarily on eliminating preventable causes of death resulting from the use of tobacco, poor 
nutrition, and lack of physical activity. HEC operates more than 25 public health programs 
nationwide to meet the needs of diverse communities by increasing access to health-related 
knowledge and information.  
http://healthedcouncil.org/index.html

North American Quitline Consortium (NAQC): The North American Quitline Consortium 
(NAQC) is an international, non-profit membership organization that seeks to promote evidence-
based quitline services (telephone-based tobacco cessation services that help tobacco users quit) 
across diverse communities in North America.  
http://www.naquitline.org/

Office of Smoking and Health (OSH) – Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC): 
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, through its Office on Smoking and Health, is 
the lead federal agency for comprehensive tobacco prevention and control. OSH is dedicated to 
reducing the death and disease caused by tobacco use and exposure to secondhand smoke. Through 
OSH’s National Tobacco Control Program, programs relating to tobacco use prevention, cessation, 
smoke-free environments, and tobacco-related disparities are funded.  
http://www.cdc.gov/tobacco/index.htm
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Office of the Surgeon General (OSG): The Surgeon General serves as America’s Doctor by 
providing Americans the best scientific information available on how to improve their health and 
reduce the risk of illness and injury. The OSG provides a tobacco cessation resource webpage with 
links for clients and clinicians, including supportive materials, pocket cards, fact sheets, and clinical 
guidelines for treating tobacco dependence. Materials are also in Spanish.  
www.surgeongeneral.gov/tobacco/

The Osborne Association: The Osborne Association offers opportunities for individuals who have 
been in conflict with the law to transform their lives through innovative, effective, and replicable 
programs that serve the community by reducing crime and its human and economic costs. The 
Osborne Association was the first organization to implement a state-wide tobacco cessation quitline 
for correctional facilities.  
www.osborneny.org

Tobacco Cessation Leadership Network (TCLN): The mission of the Tobacco Cessation 
Leadership Network is to help increase the capacity in every state to establish effective, sustainable, 
and affordable cessation services to help tobacco users quit and stay quit. TCLN provides online 
resources, links, and roundtable discussions on tobacco treatment.  
www.tcln.org

Tobacco Control Legal Consortium (TCLC): The Tobacco Control Legal Consortium’s team of 
legal and policy specialists work to assist communities with tobacco-law related issues by providing 
legislative drafting and policy assistance to community leaders and public health organizations. The 
Consortium, a program of the Public Health Law Center, provides a wealth of tobacco law and 
public health law-related publications and resources online.  
http://publichealthlawcenter.org

Tobacco Technical Assistance Consortium (TTAC): The Tobacco Technical Assistance 
Consortium is dedicated to assisting organizations in building and developing highly effective 
tobacco control programs. TTAC provides products, tools and an extensive pool of tobacco control 
resources through its website.  
http://www.ttac.org/
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